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1LEONARDIAN FLUID MECHANICS 
IN THE CODEX ATLANTICUS
by ENZO MACAGNO
INTRODUCTION
Leonardo's Studies of Flow and Transport Phenomena
Over a period of about forty years, Leonardo da Vinci, studied many flow and transport 
phenomena using a methodology in which analogy, paradox, experiments, trial and error, and 
observation played a central role. He was more original in these fluid-mechanical studies than in any 
other field of endeavor, as I have already explained in recent publications (Macagno 1985a,b, 1987a, 
1987c ). Leonardian fluid mechanics has only been studied fragmentarily and sporadically in the past, 
without ever making an attempt at encompassing all of the extant notes and drawings concerning flow 
and transport phenomena of water, air, fire and granular material. Note that this encompasses the four 
elements considered by Leonardo. I do not forget the excellent publications of F. Arredi and R. 
Giacomelli on Leonardian hydrostatics and aeronautics respectively, but they only show that constructive 
critical work like theirs is rare in the long history of writings about the work of Leonardo (Arredi 1942- 
43, Giacomelli 1936). A synthesis of Leonardo's science of flow from the original documents remains 
to be arrived at, and it will require, no doubt, a monumental work if one takes into account the nature of 
the numerous documents, none of which contains a systematic compilation on flow phenomena. In this 
respect, the Codex Atlanticus is an example of complete lack of order in the topics; it is true that this is 
not the fault of Leonardo but of the compiler of the codex.
2A synoptical preview of the great variety of topics covered by Leonardo in his studies of flow 
science is possible by examining ILHR Monograph No. 100 (Macagno 1986b ) as well as my 
publications on the Madrid and Hammer Codices, and the Ms A France. (Macagno 1982, 1985a, 
1986a, 1987 c). More will be available in the near future as outputs of my ongoing project concerning 
the French Manuscripts. But not only the work itself is of great interest, one must consider also the 
methodology of Leonardo which is still more difficult to trace; on this aspect, I have already written 
some contributions (Macagno 1982, 1985b ). In fact, one can wonder what is more interesting: 
whether the observation and analysis of so many different phenomena, or the innovative way in which 
they were studied by Leonardo.
The Codex Atlanticus
According to Professor Carlo Pedretti (1978), we do not really have a codex, because a codex 
is "a book, the sheets of which are already sewn in signatures when its pages come to be filled with 
notes." What has been called the Codex Atlanticus is a collection of sheets which was put together by 
Pompeo Leoni, at the end of the sixteenth century. On the cover, Leoni put an inscription : "Disegni di 
machine et delle arti secreti et altre cose di Leonardo da Vinci raccolti da Pompeo Leoni." The present 
name comes from the Atlas format. Pedretti reports that Baldassare Oltrocchi, librarian of the Biblioteca 
Ambrosiana, called this volume "Codice delle sue carte in forma Atlantica," and also "Codice Atlantico." 
This name is universally accepted, although it is misleading, because what we really have is a collection 
of papers which were mounted by Pompeo Leoni on the white sheets of a large book (65 cm x 44 cm).
According to Professor Augusto Marinoni(1954, 1975), the painter Pompeo Leoni came into 
possession of most of the notebooks and papers left by Leonardo da Vinci to Francesco Melzi. Marinoni 
estimates that there were about fifty notebooks and nearly 2000 loose sheets. He does not believe (as 
Pedretti does) that Leoni destroyed or damaged notebooks to prepare his album, and mentions a study by 
André Corbeau (1968) in support of his opinion, based on the fact that there are no traces in the sheets to 
have been ever sewn into a notebook. Marinoni grants, however that Leoni used liberally the scissors
3and the knife in his separation of notes and drawings referring to artistic and anatomical subjects from 
those on technical matters. Leoni appears to have attempted to put in some logical order the sheets and 
their fragments, but was rather unsuccessful. An example of how Leoni messed up things is given by 
Marinoni in his discussion of folios 169, 173 and 177. Leoni did also some damage through his 
mounting of sheets on inappropriate windows cut in the blank pages of the original atlas. But we must 
still be thankful to Leoni because he helped in preserving hundred of sheets for posterity. It is believed 
that about half of the papers of Leonardo, if not more, have been lost due to lack of interest and care.
One interesting facet of the history of the Codex Atlanticus is that it was not always highly 
valued as it is nowadays. Marinoni reports that, a few years after the death of Leoni in 1608, his son 
Giovan Battista offered the Codex to Cosimo II de'Medici together with fifteen smaller books by 
Leonardo. An expert, Giovan Francesco Cantagallina, an engineer, was consulted and produced a 
negative report, saying that the codex was very trivial, not worth of being possessed by the grand duke. 
Some years later, the Codex was acquired by the Milanese count Galeazzo Arconati from Vittoria Leoni, 
daughter of Pompeo. It seems that Milano has honored always Leonardo more than Firenze did. 
Arconati, after a few years, made a donation to the Biblioteca Ambrosiana of eleven manuscripts of 
Leonardo, including the Codex Atlanticus. There the Codex remained until May 1796 when Napoleon 
decided to transfer it to Paris together with a number of notebooks of Leonardo. It was also stated that 
the transfer was requested by G.B. Venturi, a man from Modena (Italy), who was a professor in Paris, 
and wanted to study the manuscripts. After the fall of Napoleon, the Austrian government requested 
from the French government, the restitution of the pillaged books, but only the Codex Atlanticus was 
returned to the Biblioteca Ambrosiana.
Publications of the Codex Atlanticus
The manuscripts kept in Paris were published by Ravaisson-Mollien in between 1881 and 1891, 
about four centuries after Leonardo wrote them. This seems to have stimulated the Italians to do 
something alike with the companion document, the Codex Atlanticus, and in between 1894 and 1904,
4under the editorial effort of Giovanni Piumati, Hoepli of Milano did the first publication of the Codex. 
The process for the second printing started in 1962, when the Codex was transferred from the 
Ambrosiana Library to the monastery of Grottaferrata to be restored with funds provided by the Italian 
government. The restoration was accomplished under the direction of Father Giosafat Kurilo. According 
to Marinoni, the old volume, or album, is now at the Ambrosiana: "come spoglia di una larva mutata in 
un essere più splendido". Pedretti is much more critical of the work done in this restoration, which was 
completed in 1970.1 consider that I must mention these aspects, as well as others of scientific interest, 
because there is always a great danger of inflicting serious damage when—perhaps with the best 
intentions—somebody undertakes to introduce changes in the documents from the past. Pedretti 
summarizes his opinion in the following sentence: "It is in fact much to be regretted that the 'restoration' 
has often resulted in serious damage to the originals." In his Catalogue (1978) of the newly restored 
sheets, Pedretti points out for each folio the damage done, and the errors in mounting the sheets. He also 
gives the estimated date for each page.
The restored Codex Atlanticus has been published by Giunti-Barbèra of Firenze (1975-80). The 
editor was Prof. Augusto Marinoni of Milano. It consists of twelve large volumes with plates, and 
twelve smaller volumes with the transcriptions (diplomatic and critical) by Marinoni. There are 1119 
folios, of which 998 contain only one of the original sheets; in facsimile, of course. The remaining 
folios contain from two up to thirteen sheets. The numbering of the folios in the two versions of the 
Codex Atlanticus is quite different. Marinoni has included in each volume the correspondence between 
old and new numbers. Such correspondence was also published in the new version of the book by F. 
Calvi on the manuscripts of Leonardo da Vinci, edited by Marinoni in 1982.
I do not envision that my contribution could be used, for any definitive work, independently 
from the facsimiles of the Codex Atlanticus. The two facsimiles are separated by nearly a century, and I 
have found the old one as useful as the new one. In a number of cases, the quality of the drawings has 
been better preserved in the old facsimile. I believe that my work can be useful to different studies
5focusing on areas of fluid mechanics and transport processes in a much better way that any analytical 
index. I know this from experience because my survey and excerpts have been extremely useful in 
preparing my contribution on analogies in the Codex Atlanticus ( Macagno 1986c ).
The texts have been supplemented with all those words in Italian ( in Leonardesque really) which 
have presented some difficulty. In this way any reader gets a warning about possible weak points in 
my version. The drawings have been in a number of cases simplified, and always subject to 
interpretation to incorporate my view of them as a fluid-mechanicist. They are no substitute for those of 
Leonardo. For any investigation, one should finally rely on the original drawings; but it is very useful 
to have easily at hand text and drawings together for all the preliminary steps of a study. Contrary to 
what I did with the texts, in the case of the drawings I have included only those which have a direct 
relation to fluid mechanics, or to questions of general mechanics which are important in fluid mechanics.
6METHODOLOGY USED IN THIS WORK
Identification of Passages on Fluid Flow.
Reading every word and examining every drawing of the Codex has been the basic approach 
adopted. One cannot do otherwise, because the risk of missing something important is there all the time. 
The content of each folio is totally unpredictable and, although part of the work does not yield anything, 
the reward for being totally careful is great anyway, because in many cases one finds valuable hidden 
jewels. Leonardo, as any other great figure of the past, cannot be studied using the so common standard 
of our times: that one can earn partial credit. Any important work should either be done completely or 
not done at all. Those who do not read Leonardo's original writings and drawings, or examine them 
superficially, are surely doomed to do a very poor work. Marinoni has emphasized many times the need 
for reading the original. The same advice was given to me by the late Nando de Toni, a life-time student 
of Leonardo's notebooks. However, with all the respect the author has for these two great Italian 
Leonardists, he is always careful to check their transcriptions against the facsimiles of Leonardo's 
notebooks when making notes of passages of interest. The author has endeavored not to make still more 
true Marinoni's comment on students of Leonardo: "Leonardo è uno degli autori più celebrati ma 
purtroppo meno letti." (In a free translation: "Many talk about Leonardo, few read him".) Marinoni's 
criticism reaches many whose studies and writings on the works and thinking of Leonardo are based on 
anthologies, disregarding the thousands of original pages Leonardo left as a heritage, and although part 
of it has been lost, there.is much that has not been properly explored and presented yet.
I have described my methodology in IIHR Monograph 100 and in other publications; however, 
it seems warranted to say a few words about it here. Each time a passage was found which dealt with 
fluids behavior, or flow phenomena, or topics related with fluid mechanics, notes were taken, and then a 
number of words—the keywords—were selected, first tentatively, and, in a second sweep, definitively.
7At the beginning of the survey, the same set of keywords that were useful in representing the content of 
the Madrid Codices was used, but gradually more and more words became necessary. The procedure 
went through a phase of trial and error, of attempts or "pentimenti " (to use a Leonardian expression for 
trial and error). What Leonardo did in his artistic drawings was done with each of his sketches on flow 
phenomena, in each of his folios. There was no attempt to draw a perfect sketch the first time one was 
needed., but the effort was repeated as many times as necessary to be satisfied that it was accomplished. 
Leonardo himself explained how one must work to achieve something, just like a writer who tries a first 
draft, and then a second, and maybe, even a third one before being satisfied. Thus, for each folio a set 
of terms and/or a drawing was determined and then entered into a table. This tabulation is not the end 
of this representation. As different topics are considered, multiple-channel tables can be formed as the 
one already completed for the analogies in this Codex and included in a recent publication (Macagno 
1986c) .Once the above preliminary study was completed, I undertook the work which appears in this 
volume.
In this volume, I have gathered all the passages that I found relating directly or indirectly to fluid 
mechanics in the first 270 folios of the Codex Atlanticus of Leonardo da Vinci. There are a total of 1119 
folios, and I will publish several volumes more in the near future, for the remaining 849 folios I have 
read all the texts and examined carefully all the drawings. I have rendered into English the notes of 
interest, and I have drawn myself sketches based on those of Leonardo. In this way a version of both 
the written and the pictographic records on flow science is offered. I have undertaken this work because 
I consider it essential for an ulterior rational synthesis, by myself and others, of Leonardian fluid 
mechanics.
8Organization of this Volume
In this monograph the reader will find a double page arrangement, whenever drawings have 
been included to illustrated the passages transcribed from the Codex Atlanticus. The page on the left- 
hand side contains my version in English of such passages, and my indication of words or sentences 
that caused me some problems. The words in question are underlined, and the corresponding words in 
Italian (or more precisely, in Leonardesque) are given. On the right-hand side page there is a succinct 
"map" of the corresponding page in the codex, showing the approximate location of the drawings. 
Also included are the corresponding drawings; I have drawn the sketches myself, because I want to 
give my own interpretation of them as a fluid-mechanicist.
I have adopted an eclectic approach to translation, because each passage needs to be rendered 
as a unique piece. In some cases, I thought it was better to be as literal as possible, to convey what 
Leonardo was clearly saying; in other cases, I found that he was not too careful with his writing, but 
his intention was transparent, and I treated those passages as something to be explained.,.as a matter of 
exegetical translation. In addition to this, I have had no hesitation to show my doubts whenever they 
existed . It is perhaps paradoxical, but it seems that the more one knows about a given field, the more 
difficult it seems to be sure of what Leonardo says concerning specific topics in such a field. Only 
generalists seem to make confident translators and not to be disturbed by doubts. In documents as those 
left by Leonardo there are many ambiguities and many obscure passages. It is quite probable that some 
points may remain for ever in doubt. There is still much work to be done before we can offer for the 
general public a truly coherent synthetical version of all the fluid mechanical work of Leonardo. 
However, consistent views in some areas are emerging and I would like to refer the reader to the 
papers I have already published (see References).
9LEONARDO'S METHODOLOGY
Anal02v, Paradox and Experimentation
Leonardo used a methodology in his studies of flow and transport phenomena in which 
experiments, analogies and paradoxes played roles of paramount importance. He was innovative, and 
well aware of being so, in a number of cases in which his involvement was much more intensive than in 
questions of geometry ,or fluid mechanics, or transport phenomena. I refer to his discussion, in his 
Treatise on Painting , on the use of componimento inculto, as a manifestation of great awareness of 
how he thought that an artist should proceed in his creative work. This question has been masterfully 
discussed by Sir Ernst Gombrich (1952) in a paper on the methodology followed by Leonardo for 
working out his drawing and painting compositions. I think that the method in which pentimenti and 
componimento inculto were put to use appears very much like the trial-and-eiTor procedure which has 
been and is so useful in science and technology. Of course, art was a field in which Leonardo must 
have felt much more at home than physics. I use the term physics here as comprising his notes and 
drawings on geometry , perspective, optics, mechanics, fluid mechanics, thermodynamics, transport 
phenomena. I consider that the really creative part of the geometrical writings and drawings of Leonardo 
belongs more to physics than to mathematics (Macagno M. 1987). Leonardo ventured boldly into areas 
which he was not really prepared to enter by training, education, or his cultural background. He dared, 
and surely enjoyed, to act not as much as an engineer but as what we would consider today a research 
engineer, or an applied physicist. He did not have in these endeavors somebody to guide him, as he 
could have had in hydraulic engineering, for instance. In the case of geometry, if Luca Paccioli did 
really try to teach Leonardo some classic notions, it does not seem that Leonardo learned much; and if 
there would have been anybody around with some knowledge of physics and willing to teach him, I 
believe that he would only have had a negative influence on Leonardo. What happened, because 
Leonardo could not read Latin well enough to be imbued by the old arguments, was that he was much 
better off, and dared to challenge the old physics or, what is more important, to start developing a new
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physics. This was accomplished more by what he drew, as attested by many of his drawings, than by 
what he wrote down. I think that what was needed then, more than anything else, was to disregard 
or plainly ignore the static, frozen science of the past, which in the case of physics was full of errors 
and misconceptions. The great achievement of Leonardo in science appears to be that he was able to 
make some use of, and then overcome, the few notions of the physics of his time that he was able to 
absorb. This is specially true in the case of flow and transport phenomena., but I believe that it may be 
found that this is true as well of other sciences in Leonardo's notebooks.
I have come to the conclusion that the studies of Leonardo in physics were essentially the result 
of using analogical thinking, paradoxical argumentation, experimental methodology, and trial-and-error 
procedures. I know that such methods are old in mankind, but my thesis is that there is a very 
innovative use of them in Leonardo. Even when Leonardo repeats in his notes something already known 
for a long time (like the Archimedes' principle of hydrostatics) one can expect something new; to be 
sure, this newness is often marred by some misconception or failure to grasp properly the classic result, 
but it also carries some innovative way of understanding and of gaining understanding. Not many in 
the history of mankind have jumped from one plateau of knowledge to another in the long process of 
trying to improve our image of the physical world. We should not forget that this is done in great part by 
qualitative thinking rather than by quantification. In Leonardian fluid mechanics there is some 
quantification (particularly concerning conservation laws, in which he was quite advanced), but most of 
it is qualitative, as it should be. as one goes from one plateau to another in the early developments of any 
science.
The Question of the Adequate Description
It should be understood that we are bound to express and describe what Leonardo discovered in 
a very different manner than his own; I am afraid this tends to disturb those who are not familiar with 
recent developments in the study of the history of science , but I do not see other solution than 
undertaking an examination of the situation and considering the alternatives. Take, for instance, the great
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accomplishments of the astronomers of Mesopotamia and Greece; it is actually impossible to make a 
serious analysis of such achievements without using modem knowledge and language of mathematics 
and astronomy. Already in 1874, Schiaparelli published in Milano an analysis using advanced 
mathematics to examine the theory of homocentric spheres of Eudoxus (For more recent studies see the 
writings of Otto Neugebauer.) The same should apply to any study of Leonardo's science; we would 
miss important fundamental points, were we not to use modem language and modem points of view. 
The question of the adequate methodology is extremely important in the study of documents of the past, 
and undoubtedly a delicate one. But suppose, for example, that one has some idea that Leonardo 
introduced in his notebooks notions of non-Euclidean geometry, let us say some proto-concepts of 
elliptic geometry; how could anyone without a thorough knowledge of such a geometry examine the 
work of Leonardo to see the extent and the depth of his notions? The same is true for any other 
discipline. There are aspects in the analysis of Leonardo's notes that can only be seen in their proper 
value when analyzed in the light of knowledge acquired after him rather than that existing before him. I 
would like to mention at this point that Greenberg (1980) has referred to the paradoxical fact that 
knowledge of non-Euclidean geometry is what really helps in understanding better Euclidean geometry. 
In the same way, knowledge of modem fluid mechanics is what helps best in understanding the 
historical development of hydraulics and hydromechanics (Macagno 1982).
Some questions, of course, require a study of what was done before Leonardo. If hydrostatics, 
for example, was well advanced already by Archimedes, we must confront carefully what Leonardo 
wrote about the subject with Archimedes’ work; but here again , if we do not use the deepest 
knowledge of hydrostatics available to us, our analysis will fail to be incisive. We can examine the 
work of Archimedes and capture the sense of his achievements because we understand pressure much 
better than he did. Archimedes grasped very well the notion of hydrostatic force and not too well that of 
pressure (Dijksterhuis 1956). Leonardo, instead, had serious misunderstandings concerning hydrostatic 
force (Macagno 1982) but he developed good insight about pressure (Macagno 1985c ). We must take 
into account also that it is through rather simple questions that one can best trace Leonardo's
12
methodology; because of this, my discussions do not touch upon some of the spectacular studies of 
Leonardo concerning flow and transport phenomena (Macagno 1982, 1985a, 1986a)., or upon 
machines and mechanisms, or hydraulic works. Knowing how advanced engineering was in Lombardy, 
one wonders how much of the machines and hydraulic works in the notebooks of Leonardo is really 
original, and how much are in fact notes about existing engineering practice.
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FUTURE WORK
Much work is yet to be done to arrive at a final satisfactory synthesis of Leonardo's science of 
flow and transport phenomena. I have attempted synthetical work for limited areas, like those of 
hydrostatics, basic fluid mechanics, analogies, experimentation, but many others remain to be 
investigated and synthetized. I consider that until all the documents are examined thoroughly, a final 
total synthesis must be postponed.For instance, Most of the French Manuscripts remain to be studied in 
the way the Mss C and H have been examined. However, concerning Leonardo's methodology, I 
believe that a view is clearly emerging, and I have written about this subject some essays already.
I very much hope that all the work that lies ahead can be accomplished in the years I have left, 
but most probably this monumental work will have to be completed by others, and I hope I may attract 
soon co-workers for an appropriate and effective transfer.
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LEON ARDIAN FLUID MECHANICS 
IN THE CODEX ATLANTICUS
CODEX ATLANTICUS 
SECTION I
I-1
EXCERPTS ON FLUID MECHANICS FROM THE CODEX ATLANTICOS
OF LEONARDO DA VINCI
by
Enzo O. Macagno
CA lb R (1 r.b) c. 1503-4
First column. In the drawing : f 25 - teeth 
300 - m - n
The wheel of the cart makes 10 'braccia'. 
Hence, its diameter is 3 and 4/22 'braccia'. 
The proof lies in multiplying the diameter by 
3 and 1/7 and obtaining precisely 10. If you 
want a simple method of finding the diameter 
of any given circumference, take one with 
known diameter, like the circumference of 
length 22 which has a diameter of 7. This 
diameter, multiplied by 3 and 1/7 gives 22. 
Now use the rule of three: if the circumfer- 
enee is 22 and the diameter 7, what diameter 
will give me a circumference of 10? Calcu­
late, and you will find 3 and 4/22.
Hence, one turn of the wheel covers 10 'brac­
cia' of ground, which is 1/300 mile; the mile 
being 3000 'braccia'. The wheel m makes only 
the displacement of one of its teeth; it has 
300 (teeth) and then it is evident that when 
it makes one entire turn the cart has meas- 
ured preciselv one mile. The wheel / has 
advanced only the space of one of its teeth, 
and the same has done the wheel n. This 
wheel shows with its radius each mile, in a 
manner similar to that of the hand of a clock
rota del charro
regola del 3
terreno
mj surato
razzo
lancetta delloriolo
I-1
I have omitted details in a number of sketches.
I - 2
when it shows the hours. But the wheel f 
instead of showing (visually), gives an indi­
cation to the ear because it drops a small 
stone in a bowl thus producing a sound.
Second column. In the drawing: f - a 60 - b 
50 - c 50 - g
The wheel a has 60 teeth, b has 50, and c has 
50. Now, for each step that a person, or a 
horse, makes the lever g hits the leg of the 
one that carries it, and its motion advances 
one tooth of the wheel a. The support f 
holds it so that it does not turn backwards. 
Hence, the wheel makes a complete turn after 
60 steps. During that time, the wheel b 
advances only by one tooth, because the 
sprocket of a has only one tooth. The wheel 
a turns around 5 'once1, and has 12 teeth per 
'oncia'; this makes 60 teeth. The diameter 
(of this wheel) is 1 and 13/22 'once'.
lieue chosscia
rochetta
CA 19 R (5 r.a ) c. 1478-80
Upper drawing with 'libbre' 2200
A way of measuring the force of a waterfall. pesare
I - 2
I -3
CA 30 V (8 v.b) c. 1478-80
To the left3 above the instrument :
A way to see when the weather becomes bad. si guasta
Under the instrument: 
Wax - Cotton Banbagia
CA 42 R (12 r.a) c. 1480
To find out the weight of a one-braccio cube 
of any stone or metal you will make a cube of 
1/8 'braccio' in each side . . . .  Then 
weigh this (small cube) accurately, and use 
the following rule to obtain the weight of 
the large cube: suppose the small cube of 
1/8 'braccio' weighs 10, because it is con­
tained 512 times in the large cube, this must 
weiqh 5120. And with water one attains for 
the one-braccia cube any singular proportion.
412
4020 arreca
istrana
Above the drawing of a device:
Alarm clock. Hours 6 5 4 3 2 1 Oriolo a termine
I -3
I-4
Small drawing of a vessel:
One can drop 'quattrino' after 'quattrino' up 
to 3 'lire' before the water overflows.
CA 42 V (12 V . a ) c. 1480
Up above3 figure with Lead - Leather
A leather air-bag is loaded with a lead 
weight which pushes down. Such weight as it 
qoes down can indicate the time. 1' ore
CA 48 R (14 r.b) c. 1513-15
Right-hand page and margin:
* First conclusion. The force of the fire 
set in the bombard acquires degree of 
power at each degree of time.
potentia
potentia grado
* Second (conclusion). That part of the 
powder set afire moves first which is less 
prevented (from moving). impedita
I -4
I-5
Drawing of bombard : c a b
What will the double bombard a. b o , with 
'potentie' which are equal but opposite to 
the first 'potentia', do? No doubt, those 
three 'potentie' will be equal to each other; 
this is so because equal causes produce equal 
effects.
simile
equali e ssimili 
simili edequalj
CA 64 R (20 r.a ) c. 1495-7?
Up3 left-hand side:
Water, or air, when weighing, will not be 
lured into error more than the fire can be 
(cheated) by the alchemists.
ingannata
Two drawings of bellows with weights on 
top: 'Libbre' 1000-'Libbre' 1000. Counter­
weight .
Water.
* In these two drawings, two bellows with 
water are shown, which are loaded by two 
equal weights with tubes of equal dia- 
meter. But one bellows is quite large and 
the other quite small (in diameter). I 
say that the ratio of the discharges of 
water from the bellows into the air is 
inverse to that of the sizes of the 
bellows.
bottini
canne
fughe
larghezze
I-5
I - 6
* Vie could say: the first bellows is 1000 
times the size of the tube through which 
flows out the water and its compressing 
weight is 1000 'libbre'. Hence 1/1000 of
such weight jDuts_£res>_sure in favor of the
water raising through the tube; i.e., one 
'libbra' of weight. Hence, it will not be 
able to raise inside the tube more than 
just one 'libbra' of water.
* But if the bellows is only ten times the 
size of the tube which throws the water, 
there will be 100 'libbre' of weight 
available to that tube to throw the water. 
Hence 100 'libbre' at a time will flow up 
through that tube.
grosseza fugge
prieme
a un tratto
* Between the heights of water surging out 
of the tubes of egual size (in bellows) 
compressed by egual weights, the ratio is 
egual to the ratio of the sizes of the 
opposite bellows in which those waters are 
pressurized and made flow by weights.
premuti
larghezze
premute e cacciate
Central column:
If one drop of water falls into the sea when 
it is at rest, it is necessary that the 
entire surface increases its height by an 
infinitesimal value, because the water cannot 
be compressed as the air can.
Two drawings with the letters : a b c d e f n 
m - l g - h f - r K .
I-6
I-7
It will be said here how are the velocities 
of the water as it flows (first) throuqh a b, 
then flows enclosed up above through b c d, 
then with a free surface in d e, (aqain) 
enclosed (but) down below throuqh e f n and 
(finally) with free surface in n m. There 
will be no difference, beinq the entire chan- 
nel of the same cross-section, and the open 
channel(s) of the same slojDe with equal- 
length reaches, i.e. a b3 d e3 n m. (The 
last condition) because the water that flows 
(in a channel) by moving over a longer length 
becomes faster, according to the 7a of "moto" 
and "peso", which in all ways shows that the 
water flows faster in n m than in a b . But 
(better) present separated figures as below 
(in) l g3 and h f3 and r K.
corre
rinciusa
scoperta
serrata
tutto il canale
grosseza
obliquj ta
Lower right-hand corner3 three vessels with 
the letters: a n - m o -  f c.
I have three tubes: a n3 m o3 f o3 which have 
equal openinq at one of the ends, and are 
full of water and loaded above with 
weights. The question is: which one exerts 
more pressure on the water on its bottom.
bocha
prieme piu
CA 66 R (20 v.a) c. 1493-5
Drawing with the letters : a b c d f
To make a general rule of the difference 
which exists between simple weight and weight 
with impact in different motions and forces. colpo moti
I -8
If I must establish the above mentioned rule, 
I need the balance a b  in which I put on each 
side a weight of one 'libbra'. After that, 
on the side b t i will let fall the 'libbra' e 
over the distance b c, which would be of one 
'braccio', and I will see how much weight 
must be added to the 'libbra' a to resist the 
impact of b. After that I will again drop 
the 'libbra' but over d b , and again make a 
note of the weight that must be added to the 
'libbra' in a . And then, continue in this 
way dropping the 'libbra' from different 
heights. Finally, see if the rule of three 
is of any use; i.e., see whether the impact 
of the 'libbra' b, with a fall of one 
'braccio' can raise two 'libbre' in a, and 
what will it do after falling two 'braccia'.
moto
colpo lasciare
CA 70a R (22 v.a) c. 1505-7
Drawing with the letters: o - m - n a t - b  
S - p v g o
In f b, the rivers are fordable when they are 
not flooded. Floods fill n m - o p.
r S - t v are the places with many meanders 
where the intermediate floods go through.
In the covered beds in t b is the coarse 
qravel which is not mixed with sand or earth; 
but in v p there is fine gravel mixed with 
earth. o g is the current.
si passa li fiumi guadandoli
torture di fiumi
liti coperti
rena
I-8
I-9
CA 72 R (24 r.a + 24 v.c) c. 1503-4
Numerous pathlines of projectiles are shown 
in this folio. According to Marinoni 3 the 
parabolic curve for each stone is carefully 
drawn.
CA 78 V (27 v.b) 1495-7
Upper3 right-hand corner3 drawing of a 
pendulum. ( ? )
The motion due to the 'impeto' will never be 
equal to the first (displacement) because 
(such motion) is accidental.
CA 79 V (28 v.a) c. 1490-2
The reason for the bombard to recoil. The 
fire which qrows inside the bombard, not 
finding enough _space_ to accomodate its quan­
tity seeks with sudden fury a place for it- 
self. Hence, such place and the air are 
attained with impetuous impact. The air, 
being a larger body than the fire, opposes a 
resistance to the flame, but makes room to
da indirieto
che multiplica
vachuo
subito furore
impetuosa repercussione
I -9
I -1 0
The reason for the bombard to recoil. The
fire wh_i_ch_grows inside the bombard, not
finding enough space to accommodate its quan- 
tity seeks with sudden fury a place for it- 
self. Hence, such place and the air are 
attained with impetuous impact. The air, 
being a larger body than the fire, opposes a 
resistance to the flame, but makes room to 
the heavier (cannon) ball. The flame is re- 
sisted by the air and, unable to discharge 
its remaining part, seeks space for its aug- 
mentation and thus pushes the bombard back- 
ward. there is a similarity with the rocket, 
which unable to accommodate the effect, runs 
away from the cause. Because of this, that 
powder that burns faster leaves less time for 
the air to make room, and that powder which 
is slower gives time to the air to recede.
da indirieto
che multiplica
vachuo
subito furore
impetuosa re^ >ercussione
ballotta
richalcitrata
acrescimento
chagione
di uachuare
At the center of the page:
It is clear that this flame coming out from 
the bombard is of great power as it shows in 
propelling the ball. Because the flame can­
not find space for itself as quickly as it 
develops, but (instead) finds air in its way, 
such air around the flame is compressed, and 
becomes a body offering resistance like the 
bombard. Connected with the flame outside, 
there is a flame inside wanting to grow. Be- 
cause such growth is prevented by the air 
resistance, the flame does now what it did 
with the ball, and pushes the bombard; this 
can be seen in the drawing above. This 
flame, between the bombard and the percussion 
of the air, acts similarly to a green and 
strong spear which a jouster runs into a
voledo multiplicare
giostrante
I - 1 0
I-11
the heavier (cannon) ball. The flame is re- 
sisted by the air and, unable to discharge 
its remaining part, seeks space for its aug- 
mentation and thus pushes the bombard back- 
ward. there is a similarity with the rocket, 
which unable to accomodate the effect, runs 
away from the cause. Because of this, that 
powder that burns faster leaves less time for 
the air to make room, and that powder which 
is slower gives time to the air to recede.
ballotta
richalcitrata
acrescimento
chagione
di uachuare
At the center of the page:
It is clear that this flame coming out from 
the bombard is of great power as it shows in 
propelling the ball. Because the flame can­
not find space for itself as quickly as it 
develops, but (instead) finds air in its way, 
such air around the flame is compressed, and 
becomes a body offering resistance like the 
bombard. Connected with the flame outside, 
there is a flame inside w_a_ntin_g__to__g_row_. Be­
cause such growth is prevented by the air 
resistance, the flame does now what it did 
with the ball, and pushes the bombard; this 
can be seen in the drawing above. This 
flame, between the bombard and the percussion 
of the air, acts similarly to a green and 
strong spear which a jouster runs into a 
resistant wall; what the spear cannot do with 
the point it does with the foot dismounting 
the jouster with a hard push. The path fol­
lowed by the ball through the air is filled 
over a long distance by the fire which 
launches the ball. (To illustrate this,) you 
could put a man inside a short wine vessel
voledo multiplicare
giostrante
pedale
caccia
vaso da uj
I-11
I -1 2
with his feet against the wall; then you 
could see that (as the man distends his legs) 
his feet come out of the vessel, like the 
burning powder of the bombard. But, as the 
man cannot distend himself entirely, he 
pushes back the vessel with his head.
A 82 R (29 r.b) c. 1499-1500
Upper margin:
(In the study of) percussion one must 
consider four things; The 'potentia' that 
moves the percussor, the natures of the 
percussor, of the thing that is impacted, and 
of the thing that serves to support the 
impacted body.
percossa
On the right-hand side:
Why the hammer breaks the stone held in the 
hand, and why the sickle cuts the twigs away 
from branches held in the hand? This indi­
cates that the impact hurts maximally the 
part of the impacted body which is closest to 
the place of impact.
falcino
sol piu offende
Drawing with the letters a b - c d
The ratio between a. h and o d  is also that of 
the 'potentia' of the impacts above and 
below.
I -1 2
I-13
The impact with higher velocity is the more 
powerful.
The velocity of the induced motion will be 
faster the closer is to its cause. The act 
of percussion occurs in an indivisible time, 
because it is effected within the surface of 
the impacted body, and at the end of the line 
of its motion.
That body will move faster which is driven by 
a faster motor.
And the air will become denser when impacted 
by a faster motion.
el corso del moto dirivativo
perche fatto
sospinto
motore
Under the drawing of a curved plate and a 
hammer :
Impact on an obiect floatinq in the air. posato
Drawing with the letters a b 
Of the flow of smoke. moto
CA 82 V (29 v.b) c. 1497-1500
According to Pedretti3 some of the sketches 
represent ovens. One of the drawings con­
tains a flow pattern ending in a vortical 
motion. There is no fluid-mechanical text in 
this folio.
I-13
I -1 4
CA 84 R (30 r.b) c. 1503-5
The greatest weight of the water is along the 
vertical. The water that extends more along 
the inclined channels, . . . .
A way to make as much work with little as 
with much water.
perpendiculare
• • • • •
CA 87 R (32 r.a ) c. 1480
Lowers right-hand-side corner. Drawing with 
oonioal section and the letters d e a b c:
If you would want to make a concave mirror 
such that when turned toward the rays of the 
Sun will burn what would be exposed to is 
pyramid, you should first make a cone like 
the one shown above. You should make a b 
equal to twice o d. Then, take one half of 
the line d b, which is e, and cut through 
until you reach the center of the base of the 
cone, which is o. Use the shape of the 
section to make the round cone like a sugar 
loaf.
spera in cavo
piramida piramida
piramida
tagliatura
pane di zucchero
Under the central drawing with the letter a:
The longer the natural motion of the fire or 
of the weight, the stronger the impact.
I-14
I-15
Belows near a furnace:
Opening where the air enters.
From a to b it must be hollow so that the air 
can transmit movement to the fire.
CODEX ATLANTICUS 
SECTION II
II-1
Above the detail drawings :
The winch indicated by a is turned until its 
arm collects all the chains which hold the 
gate. Once this is done, when the gate is 
against the arm, the upright position is 
effected.
The way in which the gate is held in upright 
position is shown below, for the second gate.
CA 94 V (New) c. 1480-2
According to Pedretti the sketch of a rather 
modern-looking runner in this folio is a 
detail of the turnspit shown on folio CA 21 
R 3 which is driven by the flow of hot air and 
gases of a chimney.
CA 99 R (35 v.b) c. 1515
The sinuous lines reported by Marinoni 3 and 
seen as representing a river and a road by 
Pedretti3 could be those of a meandering 
river.
CA 90 V (33 r.b) c. 1480-2
I I - 1
II-2
CA 105a V (37 v.c) c. 1503, or later, 
c. 1507?
Drawing of flow around a stone3 with the 
letters : a f - m n - q - b - c.
The water m n comes down to b , impacts under 
the stone b , bounces (in) c r and from there 
surges up turning around in q. And the 
thinqs carried by the water which impacts the 
stone at b under equal angles, bounce along 
the same line q b : i.e., along the line b 
o. And the things which are here turn more 
than those which impact the stone under 
unequal angles. The latter, although they 
turn, run away together with the flow of the 
river.
sospinte
Earthy thinqs participating in such revo- 
lutions do not ao upward; they do not ascend 
higher than the line of the incident water, 
because they are impacted by such motion 
toqether with the water that carries them.
terrestre
non montano
urtate da tal moto
che le move
Upper right-hand side:
Any configuration created by the flow, with 
the flow remains.
figura moto
moto
Drawings showing sand and waves:
When the wind blows, make the sand flat, and 
watch in what way it develops its waves. Note 
also how much slower the sand moves than the 
wind. Do the same with water, and note the 
differences between water and sand.
essa crea le sue onde
II-2
II-3
Below :
The water wave exerts 'impeto' towards the 
bottom in any part in which it descends, but 
more where (the wave) is less oblique and 
less where it is more oblique. The more 
oblique (the wave) is, the farther from the 
wall will (the wave) impact the bottom, and 
conversely.
CA 107 R (38 r.b) c. 1495-7 , with 
additions of c. 1513-14.
Upper right-hand side 3 drawing of rain:
Interspersed through the rain, one can see 
the red of the Sun; i.e., of the cloud in 
between the Sun and the rain.
The waves in between the rain and the eye 
never show to the eve the view of the dark- 
ness of such rain. And this happens because 
the side of the wave is not seen, and it does 
not see the rain. And the clouds are violet 
dark.
Infra lo spazio della 
pioggia
simulacro
oscura biffa
II-3
II-4
CA 109 a R (39 r.a) c. 1490
Drawing with m - acqua - n b - p - S - f
As the machine that launches weights through 
the air moves down, it must become stronger, 
both in natural and accidental order. This 
will happen when the falling weight, as it 
falls, moves farther from the axis of the 
balance, as shown in the drawing. See the 
weight n of the water, as well as the weight 
S , close to the axis of the balance f m in 
the place p. When the large weight becomes 
free and goes down to the place b, both the 
weight S and the water weight are quite far 
from the center p, because such weight will 
be at m. And the other machines, which do 
the opposite, are weak and slow in motion and 
produce short reach of the weight they throw.
piu ponderosa
polo
bricholle
triste
brieve fuga
CA 112b R (39 v.b) c. 1487-90
Pedretti sees here a drawing of a hydraulic 
pump while Marinoni considers it a drawing 
for a device to control flow in tubes.
II-4
II-5
CA 118a R (42 r.a) c. 1508
If the surface of the air abuts on the air 
(sphere) as that of water on the air and that 
of earth on the water, and if the surface of 
the air receives waves and vortices like the 
surface of the water. And then, in so much 
as the body of the air is thinner than that 
of the water, in that much the revolutions of 
its vortices will be in larger number.
Some of the vortices in water contain air in 
their center while others contain water. I 
do not know if the vortices in the surface of 
the fire do something similar. The vortices 
generated at the surface of the water are all 
with air inside. Those generated in the 
midst of the water are full of water and are 
of more duration because water in water does 
not weigh as the water in the air. Hence, 
the water vortices around air have weight and 
die quickly.
Of the clouds that grow and decay in the air, 
and the cause of it.
e terminata
retrosj
piu sottil
piu premanenti
nugoli
CA 124 R (45 r.a) c. 1515-16
Drawing of a bird:
Do the anatomy of the wings of a bird 
together with that of the muscles of the 
chest which move those wings.
II-5
II-6
Do the same in man to show the possibility 
that exists in man of holding himself in the 
air by flapping wings.
CA 124 V (45 v.a) c. 1515-16
Right-hand-side eolumn:
Of the world.
No part of the Earth becomes bare to the 
erosion of the water which was not before 
surface of the Earth seen by the Sun.
consumazione
10 are the principal movements of the hand, 
i.e.* inward, outward, to the left, to the 
riqht, rotatory, up or down, close and open, 
spreading and contraction of its fingers.
circunvolubile
dilatazione e restrinsione
Upper right-hand corner:
If the waters of different gravities can have 
their surfaces on the same sphere, while 
being contiguous on their lateral boundaries.
The heavier (water) will become united with 
its lateral boundaries cominq toqether, under 
the lighter (water), and under such water 
will form a spherical layer. And the lighter 
water will form a spherical shell with 
uniform thickness over the heavier water.
gravita
contingenti termini
grave co'sue laterali
termini
superiitie
vesta
equal grossezza
I I -6
II-7
Drawing of pipeline with the letters: M-a-f-
b-n-c-r
Fill first through fn while M and r are
closed. Afterward, close well f n and cut in
the middle the rope, in i>, and immediately, incontanente
the counterweights o. e will fall and they
will be— as you can see— the cause for the
opening of the Jj^let__and_ou_tlet_ M and r, bocche
But make sure that the rope is cut halfway in 
such a way that being the weights a. a equal, 
the inequality of rope weights would not make 
one mouth open before the other, because of 
some retardation on one side or the other,
and then the loss of water c_ould_never_be_ mai piu si potrebbe restorar
compensated. And the devices to open the 
mouths should be, in all details, the same.
CA 126 R (46 r.a) c. 1495
CA 126 V (46 v.a) c. 1495
Under drawing of aanal with: Gravel.
Where the _l_e_vee_s_ (or e mji_a n kjjiejrn t s_) are of argine
gravel make sure that the water in between
them does not come into direct contact with
the levees. This should be so because the
flow of water is often bound to erode and
carry away the sand and the earth that binds
together the gravel of the levee. Thus the
I I - 7
II-8
gravel from the levee collapses and fills the 
canal. Hence you will build 3 to 4 'braccia' 
of board surface between the levee and the 
water which should have a free board of one 
'braccio' above the water.
In addition to this, make the palisade (or 
sheetpile) with boards in between piles and 
gravel and this will be a perfect way (of 
doing it).
palata
Drawing of a canal-bridge :
If the river width occupies regularly one 
arch, make a three-arch bridqe because of the 
floods.
per le cagion
Detail of the canal:
„ top of levee M , ,N v M lock
lock o canal bottom a
Firenze canal
M  N
The line of the bottom of the canal &
a  o
N  M  
must begin at quite low and end at as
o cl
high as you can, almost at the level of the 
common ground so that the arches of the 
bridge be as high as possible taking into 
account the floods of the river which flows 
under the bridge.
And know that this canal cannot be dug out 
for less than 4 'dinari' per 'braccio', giving 
to each worker 4 'soldi' per day. And the 
canal is to be constructed from the middle of
II-9
March to the middle of June, because the 
people being out of their ordinary jobs 
constitute good market, and the days are 
longer and there is not much heat to make 
people tired.
i vilanj
ordinario eserciti jo
CA 127 V (46 v.b) c. 1495
Above drawing of sector gate:
This gate is raised up one 'braccio'. The 
boats (or barges) which travel upstream or 
downstream put it down. In this way, the 
barges travel in small depth of water.
sostegno
barche
Drawing of water running against a boat:
It is dangerous to anchor the boats in and 
outside the lock when the gates are open. It 
is necessary to moor the boats towards the 
back so that they cannot move ahead towards 
the lower place where the water falls down 
from the gate. If the boat gets there, the 
water that falls on water would fall on the 
boat filling it immediately and it would sink 
it. Hence, moor it in m.
fondare
navili
legala
Drawing of wavy flow with letters : s-K-a-n-m
This apparatus here below is a gate for the 
water which is of great usefulness for the 
boats which travel loaded upstream because 
when the boat makes contact in S3 S lowers
strumento
I I -9
II-10
and K raises and closes the water from S 
up. Such water is dammed quickly so that 
then the boat goes upstream against the o_£en 
mouth of the water.
s1 ingorga
aperta bocca
CA 137 R (49 r.b) c. 1487-90
Upper chamber :
This chamber is full of water. bottino
On the bottom:
Universal chamber. Bottino universale
CA 164 R (58 r.c) c. 1495
To the left:
Continuous balance 
Air - Stone 
Water - Air
II-10
II-11
CA 165 R (59 r. a ) c. 1478 (or 
earlier)
Of interest to fluid mechanics is the drawing 
in which we see the impingement of two jets 
coming from two bellows. After coates cene e3 
the resulting single jet appears to fall into 
a pool. There is also a smalt sketch of what 
seems to be a cylindrical siphon.
CA 166 R (59 r.b) c. 1508-10
To the right:
Of the condensation (or compression) of the 
air against the 'saetta' (thunderbolt) that 
penetrates the air in the sky, and that of 
the ('saetta') of the bow.
condensation
arco
• • • • •
Each part desires to be in its whole in which 
it is better preserved.
If the earth were outside the center of the 
world, it would not descend down below, 
etc. And if the sphere of fire were put at 
the center of the world, all its parts would 
run away from the air which is heavier than 
the fire. The fire which is under the air 
rises through the air for the same reason 
that the air does it when brought under 
water.
nel suo tutto
si fugirebono dell’aria
II-11
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To the left:
Each part has the inclination to reioin its ricogniugnersi suo tutto
whole to escape from its imperfection. The 
soul desires to be with its body, because
without the organic tools of such body (the strumenti organici
soul) can neither function nor feel. operare sentire
CA 166 V (59 v.b) c. 1508-10
Drawing with the letters: a b c - d e f - g
If the arrow is thrown from a boat which is navilj o
propelled by oars in such a way that the
arrow and the boat qo in the same direction. navilio
the motion of the arrow will always be double
in djLsjDla_cemen_t_ and velocity than that of the quantità
boat. The end of the displacement of the fin del moto
arrow will be at a distance from the boat
eaual to that for an arrow thrown in firm 
ground.
terra ferma
CA 179 R-V (63 r-v.a) c. 149 5- c. 
1487-90
The drawings of this folio are of a somewhat 
tangential interest in the study of Leonar- 
dian fluid mechanics. Perhaps 3 the sketches 
of maximum interest are those of vertical 
bellows loaded with weights in 17 9 V, There
II-13
are also communicating vessels and siphons 
that show the interest of Leonardo in 
applications of hydraulics and hydraulic 
machines 3 but none of the sketches in this 
folio help to understand his knowledge of 
fluid kinematics and dynamics.
II-13
CODEX ATLANTICUS 
SECTION III
III-1
CA 180 R (63 r.b) c. 1515
On the left side:
The waves are....ways of demonstration... with 
motion contrary to that of the foam of the 
wave ahead...(The foam) at the base climbs 
with contrary motion to the summit or crest 
of the oncoming third wave. Due to the wind 
the (crest) is faster than the base or valley 
(of the wave).
salglie
cima
The wave walks under the skin of the sea and 
leaves behind itself all the foam which is 
generated ahead of it (the wave).
The region of the water surface in between 
the waves coming to the shore is of clean and 
smooth surface. This is due to the highest 
wave beinq faster than the lowest wave which 
forms the general surface of the sea. That 
maximum wave leaves behind the skin of the 
sea.
pelle
massima
minjma
si tira dirieto
Always the first foam of the wave descends on 
that side where the hiqh (water) runs away. lalta
The shape of the foam that remains behind the 
wave is always triangular, and its vertex is 
made of the first foam which came down after 
the passage of the first wave.
In the...and the storms of the sea, the waves 
are generated solely by the impact of the 
moving water in the hills and rocks covered 
(by water) and in the sea shore.
fortune
III-1
III-2
CA 180 R
Always the wave that passes throuqh the waves 
is due to the motion of the sea that 
encounters the reflected wave.
succiede
chessiscontra
CA 180 V (63 v.b) c. 1515
Drawing with some flow lines:
Wall front in the port of Civita.
CA 182a R (64 v.a) c. 1485
One detail of the drawing of the war machine 
based on the rotating arm used to throw 
stones is of interest in the reconstruction 
of the understanding Leonardo may have had of 
centrifugal forces and effects thereof in 
mechanics and in fluid mechanics.
CA 183 R (65 r.a ) c. 1508
Upper right-hand corner:
III-2
III-3
Great Canal. navilio grande
If (the canal) does not carry as much water 
as before, the users will not receive what is 
due to them, because before they had one 
'braccio' and a half above the orifices, and 
now they have half 'braccio'.
j partiali
bocche
If one increases the head of water above the 
orifices to what it was before, the water 
will not have as much surface velocity 
because it becomes flatter. piu piana
To the left3 beside a drawing :
On the sounds that can be made in the water, 
as those beyond the ditch at Sant'Anqelo. santangielo
CA 183 V (65 v. a ) c. 1508
Combination of numbers:
How many combinations can one make of four 
things. An example is given with 4 numbers, 
i.e. , 1, 2, 3, 4
1 2  3 4 
12 13 14 
23 24 
34
On the compression of the medium throuqh 
which weights move.
condensatone
III-4
Drawing of hammer impacting several objects:
Impact on soft (bodies) like lead, or red-hot 
iron, potter's clay, and the like.
teneri
terra da bocali
Of the impact of fluids, like air, fire and 
water, and powder, sand and the like.
Of the impact on bunches of wickers; i.e. on 
things cross-sectionally separated.
Impact of things disgregated in all direc- 
tions, like a bag full of sand, water, or the 
like.
liquidi
ujnchi
disunite in grosseza
disunite
Left-hand column3 below the numbers:
What is the difference between moving the 
impacted thing toward the percussor and 
moving the percussor towards the impacted 
object?
Of the impact of rarified against rarified 
(substances).
Of the impact of rarified against dense 
(substances). Of the impact of dense against 
rarified (substances). Of the impact of 
dense against dense (substances).
raro nel denso
III-4
III-5
CA 185 R (66 r.a ) c. 1505
Second, drawing:
When the bird maintains straight the humeri 
and wide the ends of the wings, it makes the 
air denser than the rest of the air away from 
its path. And this is done (by the bird) to 
slow down its motion and stay on its course.
omeri
l’altra dove esso passa
non si suiar dalla linja di 
tal moto
CA 185 V (66 v.a) c. 1505
Drawing of a horizontally falling board:
If one lets free, simultaneously at all 
ooints, a horizontal board of uniform 
thickness and weight, it will fall along the 
vertical and maintain at all times the 
horizontal position if it falls in a uniform 
and stagnant medium. (In other words) if the 
board in question finds air of uniform 
resistance while its opposite sides are 
equally distant from the center of the world 
(i.e. horizontal) and if such sides and the 
rest (of the board) are let free to fall in 
such air all at the same time, there is no 
doubt that such board will descend along the 
line perpendicular to the (horizontal 
(wooden) plane) placed below. All the board 
at the same time would impact and come to 
rest on that plane.
con tenpo equale
linja perpendiculare
III-5
III-6
Proof. If opposite parts of the falling 
board are of equal weight and shape relative 
to the center of the board, they are of equal 
'potentia' in their coming down? and for the 
3rd lemma, that says that "things equal 
between themselves do not outdo each other", 
it follows that they have equal disposition 
in falling down. The air, which was assumed 
to be of uniform resistance, will equally 
yield and let pass the falling body.
pesi
3a conceptione
come nell'ipotesi si 
promesse
Marginal note:
A heavy body descends along the line of less 
resistance and that line will resist less 
which is overcome by greater power.
Drawing of inclined board3 with the letters : 
a - e b d c - f
Let us imagine the proposed board all divided 
in cubes. I say that each cube will take, 
relative to its own motion, the same 
orientation of the entire board (relative to 
its motion). As the figure a b c, cut in d 
by the line a d, shows, 1/4 of the weight of 
the board lacks in a? this is the weight 
which first was leaning on c, which is in 
fact 1/8 of the total weight of the board. 
Such 1/8 leans on b . Hence a receives 3/8 
and b receives 5/8. Now, by the 5th of the 
2nd of the "Elementi", the cube a is in 
'potentia' of descending in d with its 
natural weight which is one 'libbra'. And it 
is in 'potentia' of descending in b with 3/4 
of such 'libbra'. Therefore, each cube 'per 
se' pushes along the vertical line with all
disspositione
perpendiculare
III-7
its natural gravity, and along the line a e 
pushes with 3/4 of such natural gravity. 
Because of this, the lower side of the lowest 
cube Dushes the air in b with the weiqht of 
16 cubes. Because each cube qravitates on 
such air with 3/4 of its natural gravity, and 
there are 16 cubes, the total (force) is 48 
fourth of one cube, i.e. 12 full cubes. 
Hence, it is concluded that the air b e  is 
loaded with 12 cubes while the air a d  is 
under the force of only one cube. Because of 
this, the air b e will yield with greater 
speed than the air a d by a factor of 16. 
But the air a d yields downward, and the air 
b e yields obliquely. Therefore, in no time, 
the end a drops to f , and the motion changes 
from left to right, leading to a descent of 
the board which is alonq a curvliniear 
z_ig_zag_, arching under straight cords.
gravita
prieme
a graveza
momento
fressuoso curvjlinjo
arcuata sotto la retta 
corda
Drawings of boards of different shapes, with 
the letters : a b c - d n m - r s t - o p .
When the middle of the leading side of the 
falling board is in the middle of sides equal 
and similar, the board will fall along the 
vertical line, as in a b e.
But if the middle of the leading edge will be 
between parts of non equal obliquity, the 
fall will happen on the side of the small 
obliguity, as in r S t.
III-7
III-8
CA 186 R (66 r.b) c. 1505
At the end of the text:
By swimming in the water, men can learn how 
the birds fly in the air.
Il notare
CA 190 P (68 r.b) c. 1508
At the end of right-hand column:
The rectilinearity of the flame leaving a 
body that feeds it, follows the line of the 
velocity of the substance (of such body).
rettitudine
Drawings of jets and drops:
The drop that bounces back is similar to the 
drop that impacts the water skin. Such drop 
raises higher the higher is the point from 
which the incident motion originates.
The water that bounces back, in the form of 
two drops near each other and joined together 
is caused (as follows). When the water is 
impacted, it opens and the impacting drop 
bounces back. The water that was open, 
closes back as a wave converging toward the 
place where the drop jumped up. All this 
water in reflective motion impacts on itself 
and jumps (following the first drop) and 
climbs behind it as if embracing it.
ristrinje
percossa tutta
abraciandosi
III-9
Of the water that flows down, as a thin 
continuous filament, on the surface of 
another water.
Where the water filament is thinner its 
velocity is higher than where it is thicker.
Drawing of falling liquid with the letters : a 
- b - c.
All liquids possess viscosity and the thicker 
ones will be more viscous. Consequently 
their parts will find more difficulty to 
separate one from the other. And after being 
separated, the parts that had become longer 
will shorten and reform the spherical shape 
in the ends (of the fluid portion) . And 
these (parts) will climb up overcoming their 
own weight.
piu grosso
Left-hand-side column:
The droplet that falls on the water skin, 
throws back into the air as much of the other 
water as its own weight.
gocciola pelle
refrette
The falling drop acquires additional weight 
in proportion to the motion that acquires 
through the air.
moto
Of the thinq submerqinq itself in narrow or 
wide water. If the water is narrow, the 
water goes up on the sides as much as it is 
the auqmenotation introduced by the thing that 
is submerged. If the water is wide, it goes 
up less.
somergie
acresscimentc)
Of the boundaries of the surfaces of the 
waters which are higher in the place of
stremi
III-10
contact of the container than in the middle; 
this is the mathematical height. Rut when 
the container is dry, the water is quite 
lower along the boundaries than in the 
middle.
Of the ship that when it sinks entrains water 
from the surface to fill its cavity. The 
boats which are around the ship are entrained 
by the water flowing toward such cavity.
concavita
Of the fire of artillery which breaks the 
winds of the typhoons which oftentimes sink 
the boats.
CA 196 R (71 r.b) c. 1504
Right-hand-side column:
* Treatise on the effects of the air in its 
own sphere and out of it, and of things 
that move through-it.
* The air sphere is located in between the 
fire and the water...
* The air sphere is at rest in between the 
water and the fire and only that part of 
it that penetrates the fire acquires 
weight...
contenta
* Treatise of the motions of the air inside 
and outside the boundaries of its own 
sphere and of the things that move in the 
air or are moved (by it).
III-11
* The air sphere stays between the water, 
and the fire and that part that surges and 
penetrates the fire element immediately 
acquires weight and not finding support 
able to resist such weight it falls down 
with 'inpeto', and impacts on the rest of 
the air generating circular waves around 
the line of its motion. Such circles 
continue to be produced until the said 
motion ends.
si contenta
* But when air penetrates into the water 
element it becomes cause of gravity for 
the water that is on top of such air; and 
such water immediately falls and casts 
away the air back to its sphere, and 
(also) impacts and penetrates with 
'inpeto' the water that is underneath. 
Such penetration generates, as I said 
(above) of the air, a circular wave along 
all the length of its motion. Such wave 
propagates and, as it does, it loses power 
until its (total extinction).
Nantes fragment:
Air within air does not weigh unless it is 
compressed, and it does not become compressed 
unless it moves.
si condensa
Air within air does not become compressed if 
it does not move, and does not acquire weight 
if it is not compressed.
Or if a portion of air within air is rarified 
it makes heavy the air on top of it. Or if
III-12
it is compressed pushes down and expels the 
air which is underneath.
CA 197 R (72 r.a ) c. 1508-10
Up, left-hand-side,
I want the air level with the water.
Small sketch:
I have the air which weighs two and the water 
4 and the earth 8. Now, I want the air and 
the earth to stajy level with the water. And 
by the ninth of the fourth this is not 
possible if the mixture does not have the 
weight of the water. Hence we will say: the 
air weighs 2 less than the water, and the 
earth 4 more than the water, (hence) I will 
double the quantity of air and then I have 4 
of lightness more than the water, while earth 
has 4 of heaviness more than the water. We 
will say then that in this case the air is as 
much lighter than the water as the earth is 
heavier, and because of this I will achieve a 
mixture of weight equal to that of water. 
Because I (will use) the lightness of air and 
the heaviness of water; i.e., the excesses in 
lightness and heaviness that they have 
relative to the water. By compensating such 
differences it results a medium of weiqht 
equal to that of water. Hence, the air 
surface and the water surface will have the 
same level.
rimangha
acqua
)
faro
resta
III-12
III-13
To the right:
Because if I put such weight in the air, the 
fire takes away 4 and it will keep 4 of 
weight, such 4 is similar to the water in the 
air and the things which are equal in the 
air.
Two small sketches :
Double (the amount) of air and you will 
achieve a mixture of air and earth. Because 
if you do not double the air, the earth which 
is twice as heavy as the water-because the 
air has two of lightness it takes that much 
from the earth and the earth becomes 6 of 
gravity, and the water 4. Hence, here, the 
earth (mixed with air) is heavier than water 
in the ratio 3:2. Add two of air and the 
earth becomes equal to the water.
proportion sesquiáltera
When the weight which floats in the water has 
its top at the water surface, it has weight 
equal to that of the water, (because) it has 
destroyed its gravity.
At the right3 crossed over:
* I have 4 of lightness and 8 of 
heaviness. Mix light and heavy and it 
remains 4 of gravity, which is equal 
exactly to the weight of water, to which 
we have assigned 4 as weight.
At the left:
I have 4 of levity and 8 of gravity, and mix
III-14
one with the other, and put (the mixture) 
under water which has 4 as gravity. I get a 
mixture of air and earth which is equal to 
the water (in weight).
In between two drawings of waves> with the 
letters a - d - c - b.
* The wave has its summit which in (its) 
fall dives down and penetrates more than 
any other part (of the wave) , because of 
seventh of the ninth.
culmine
CA 197 V (72 v.a) c. 1508-10
* Let us assign to the air 4 of lightness 
when it is under water, and 8 if it is 
under simple earth. Hence water has a 
gravity of 4 within the air and earth has 
8.
* The weight of the 4 elements is not given 
in the Elements (?). (Let us assign) 2 of 
gravity to the fire, 4 to the air, 8 to 
the water, and 16 to the earth. These 
weights are assumed to exist outside the 
gravity of the elements, i.e., above the 
sphere of the fire.
If we put the (other) 3 elements in the 
sphere of the fire, we will say that the air 
weighs 2 because it is in a medium which per 
se weighs 4. The water will weigh 6, and the 
earth 14 because the 2 with which the fire
III-15
resists takes (away) two from the other 
elements.
If the other two elements are weighed in the 
air, which resists 4, then the water which 
was 8, weighs 4, and the earth which was 16, 
weighs 12....
And if any element is weighed in water which 
resists 8.., then the 16 of the earth weighs 
like 8.
Each element resists as much as it is its 
weight (against) the element upon it.
Here one should add the lightness of the 
quintessence. 5 essentia
Right-hand side:
In the penetration of elements into elements 
from down up, those who enter are called 
entrant weights in light (elements) . And if 
the mixing is from up to down, what pene­
trates is called light.
Left-hand side:
But if the light fire, which is 2, is drawn 
into the air which is 4, it will not stay 
there if we do not add 6 of water. Of those 
6, 2 are lost against 2 of lightness of the 
fire, and 4 are left and with this the water 
is made of weight equal to the air.
levita
And if the air, which is 4 of lightness, 
enters in the eight of the water, then the 4 
in liqhtness of the air destroys (or cancels) 
4 of the eight of the gravity of the water.
destruggie
I I I - 1 6
And 4 of gravity is left which is equal to 
the 4 of gravity of the water. And if the 
earth were liquid like the mercury, the 8 
deqrees of levity of the water would consume 
8/16 of the gravity of the earth. And 8 are 
left equal to the 8 of the water.
graddi levita
Up3 right-hand side:
Of the liquids.
That body appears heavier which is in a 
lighter medium; and that body appears lighter 
which, is in a heavier liquid.
CA 198 R (72 v.b) c. 1508
Right-hand-side margin:
The bodies with a cleaner surface have lower 
friction. Among the bodies of the same 
lubricity, the heaviest has maximum 
resistance due to friction.
piu pulita piu facile
lubricità
In a body of uniform lubricity but with 
different sides the friction due to any of 
those sides will not have different 
'potentia' in the resistance to the mover (of motore
such body).
III-17
CA 201 R (74 r.a) c. 1505-6
Right-hand side3 first column:
Of the signatures of motions which are 
preserved less in water than in air, and less 
in flowing water than in stagnant water.
impressioni
riservate
2. The current of the small river which 
enters a reservoir tends towards the course 
of the main current. 35 M.
pelagho
Of the protection of the banks of the rivers. ripari
Of things which are carried by the water 
stream on its surface.
Of things which are carried by the water 
totally in their midst.
Of things carried over the waters by other 
(agents). 29 M.
Of things moved by the winds on the surface 
of the waters.
Of finding water in underground conduits. nelle sue vene
Of the meandering rivers. 27 M. piegare li fiumj
Of filling the scour holes under the banks of 
the rivers.
profondità
Of reflected waves.
Of protection againsts the impact of the 
waves on the banks.
Of the sand bank in maritime beds. tomolo
How the rivers fill up the sea and move it 
away. 22 m.
How the rivers have cut the mountains and 
drained the lakes. 22 m.
III-18
On the surface impact of waters in different 
concavities. 23 m.
perchussion superfitiale
1. In how many ways can the flux and reflux 
in between islands of the sea and of rivers 
be generated.
2. (At the place) where the waters meet 
slowly and along the more straight line, the 
accident is slower.
How the bottoms of the rivers move up, 
gradually, toward the water surface as shown 
by the Arno as it runs from Monte Lupo down; 
the sea was there before, and there was no 
flow before.
How the sphere of water goes up due to the 
re-acquired water of the mediterranean seas 
pushed out by the sediments that the silt- 
laden rivers discharge in such sphere. 23 m.
riacquistata
torbidi
Of the quality of places where the water 
leaves sand, stones and mud. 21 m.
1. Of the several encounters of streams and 
the several bottoms that are generated. 21 m.
scontri
fondi
Of the variety of water streams and winds. 
20 m
1. Of the erosion of mountains impacted by 
the current of the rivers. 20 m.
Right-hand-side margin:
How the stream of inturbidatinq waters must 
be of intermediate slope because the exces­
sive slope with earth in its bed and the 
excessive inclination scour the bed and the 
bank is ruined there.
acque che intorbidano
III-19
The waters that do not inturbidate must have 
less than intermediate slope so that they do 
not ruin the banks.
jntorbidano
Second column:
1. Of the water impacting objects of double 
obiiquity.
1. Difference of course and scour done by 
rivers that run through narrow valleys 
relative to those which spread themselves 
through the great plains.
consumamento
sastendano
1. Differences in beds of those rivers which 
have great slope and falls and those which 
flow through the plains with mild and slow 
course.
1. How different is the bed of the water 
that comes and goes, like the wave that 
impacts the beaches at the water bottom, from 
that in which the water flows only in one 
direction.
2. Of the different heights of streams which 
come together along different lines. 20 m.
Of the drops and other minute manifestations 
ofwater. 20 & 19 m
operation
Of the tenacity and attraction of waters. 18
m
Of reclamation of marshes by making water 
(streams) carry earth to them.
Of the lengthening and shortening of 
rivers. 17 m.
Of emersion and creation of islands. 17 m scoprimento
Of conveying waters under ground.
I I I - 2 0
On conveying waters over the ground.
1. Of the ruins of mountains undermined by 
the waters. 17 m.
Of the fine sand under the water. 7 m. libia
Of the diverse motions of things of different 
figures and quantities.
Of things transported by the waters.
Of the salinity of the sea and its origin. 
16 m.
salsedine
How, against the natural motion of the heavy 
things, water raises to the highest summits 
of the mountains, starting from the lowest 
depths of the sea. infime profondità
And here it will be said: if water in water 
does not weigh, still less will the water 
weigh inside the earth; because the water per 
se does not weigh if it is not above a body 
lighter than itself (water), and does behave 
like the blood of the veins in the animals. 
16 m.
vene del sangue
How all the underground streams and rivers 
come together in the universe. 16 m.
vene
per lunjuerso
How to draw (out) water of the pools which 
are at the level and at the boundaries of the 
sea.
si cavi
Many are the rivers which become dry in their 
long courses and many are those which 
increase such length. 16 m.
Of the causes of the different lines of the 
streams.
linie delle correnti
Of the rivers which decrease during the 
summer and of those which swell.
manchono
III-21
Of the animals which swim over or within the 
water.
And the rules and explanations of swimming.
Of the things taken away from, and brought by 
the sea to its shore.
Why does the depth of the mouths of the 
rivers which spill into the sea vary so 
often.
Of the silting up of maritime harbors. rienpimento
Of navigation canals made by hand.
Where and what waters resist more to weights 
(provide larger buoyancy?)
Third column:
1. To achieve that the impact of water does 
not damage the (impacted) object.
A far
Of transporting boats up to the high 
mountains by water canals.
To make that the waves of the sea clean the 
harbors from their sediments. riempiutj
Of straiqhtening or bending the courses of 
rivers.
piegare
Of makinq the courses of rivers fast or slow. veloci o tardi
Of making the courses of rivers deep in the 
middle so that they are not wanderers and 
destructive of their valleys.
vagabunti e
guastatori
Why do the waves and the bottom of rivers, 
and quantity of water, vary in a given river.
Make that the water makes itself go up. 
(Mechanism by which water becomes self 
lifting).
III-22
It appears impossible to make mills (work) in 
dead water.
Holes and concavities made by water vortices 
in the bottom of rivers.
Triuellamenti
Mounds of round shape made on the river 
bottoms by water vortices.
Of the several configurations of waves in the 
same flood.
Of lifting water by using the flow of rivers. far montar
Of the eddies of water over the beds of 
rivers. 14 m.
ragiramenti
Water eddies due to the obstruction of 
different objects. 14 m.
opositione
Of findinq underground water. vene d ’acqua
Of the motions of water after the impact of 
their obstacles. deloro obbiettj
Damage to bridges over rivers and their 
durability. premanentia
Of things moved by the winds over the waters.
Of the concavities made by the water before 
its obstacles.
Of the concavities made by the water 
laterally and after its obstacles.
Of the terrains raised by the water after its 
obstacles.
terreni
Of the division of rivers in the encountering 
of their obstacles.
2. Of the confluence of rivers after their 
obstacles.
congiuntione
2. Diversity made by water as it scours 
around its obstacles when covered rather than 
uncovered.
cauare
III-23
Of natural torrents and rivers.
Of rains.
2. Of the variety of ramifications of rivers 
which come together.
ramifichationj
Of the division of rivers in different 
branches.4
2. Of minor rivers which following different 
lines enter a major (river).
Of the branches formed by rivers.
2. Of the different intersections made by 
one river that crosses another one.
Of the heaps of the banks which fill, as the 
time passes, all the plane through which the 
river runs. 13 m.
gobbi
Causes of the ramifications of rivers.
Causes of the merg_ing of rivers. unitionj
Right-hand-side margin:
1. All these books are double because each 
one has its counterpart. contrario
1. Of the water of the mills with an 
interrupted line of its straightness before 
it impacts the wheel.
linja interrota rettitudine
2. Of the confluence of waters of different 
depths.
Fourth column
Whether the flow of water passing through 
tubes of different size varies along its 
course or not.
III-24
1. Of the falling droplet and water that 
falls continually through the air.
1. Of the water that runs down supported by 
its canal.
Of the different 'potentie' of the water 
issuing at different heights (from) the sides 
of its container.
Of the detritus of the earth that dissolves 
into water.
liso converte
Of the origin of rivers and its variety.
Of the levelling of waters and of its 
unavoidable descent. debito
To show where the sea has left its bottom 
uncovered to the air.
Of the different materials left by the 
flooding of the rivers in different places. 
12 m.
Of the changes of the J^eds of the rivers 
while the floods pass through them.
fundo
Changes in the river beds after their floods. mutatione
Where the water leaves the bed of the rivers 
and runs through other places.
Variety of water effects through the variety 
of its furies. furori
Variety of effects through the variety of the 
sizes of the rivers.
1. Destruction of river banks by the rivers 
that flood their plains. superan
Of the innundation of towns (cultivated land) 
by the discharges of water in narrow valleys.
paesi
III-25
Of the repair of the damage incurred by water 
in isolated (?) undermining (?).
sgorgamenti
solitarie insidie
Of the division of a large river in many 
small branches as to make it passable by 
armies.
What to do to straighten the rivers.
Whether the sphere of the water has its 
center coincident with the center of the 
earth.
concentrico
What waves from the banks are those that do 
not walk (together) with other waves from the 
banks of the plains. delle pianure
Causes for the meandering of straight 
rivers. 11 m.
piegamenti
Of the rivers that rising above their plains 
are confined by the (banks).
Of rivers and canals that are absorbed by 
their beds.
beuti
Of the boilinq of waters in their reflected 
motions.
ribollimenti
Of the determination of the depth of turbid 
rivers.
cognizioni torbidi
Of the waves made by rivers against the 
blowing winds. corso de' venti
In how many motions can the water go against 
its course. corso
Of what quality (value?) must the obliquity 
of water be when it produces its own flow. 10 
m.
qualità
moto
In the larger depths the wind generates 
larger (waves).
Where do the rivers make larger waves.
III-26
CA 201 V (74 v.a + 74 v.b) c. 1505-6
Right-hand side, first column:
2. Whv waves in the ocean do not break. nel oceano
Differences between the flow of water cominq 
from qates and the flow out of the river.
corente
cateratte
Of the river waves augmented by the wind. aumentate
Of knowinq (determining?) from afar the beds cognosscere
of flowing rivers. 9 m. correnti
Of the water which is in the Moon. 9 m.
Of the great variety of the reflux of the 
sea.
refrusso
Of the perspective of the mirroring of the 
waters, by whose principles it is proved that 
there is water around and inside the Moon. 9 
m.
prospettiva
Of the water wave made by the wind across the 
course of the river.
Of the determination done by the 'condot- 
tieri" of the boats of the deepest line of 
the bottom of the river while beinq afar 
(from it). 8 m.
cognoscer
scaf e magor fondo
Of finding the minimal depth in the middle of 
rivers. 8 m.
Of the place where the river in its ultimate 
lowness preserves its currents.
ultima
basseza ha ariseruare
Where does the current change in the greater 
floods of the rivers. inondazioni
Of the vortices of the sea. retrosi
Of the vortices of the rivers.
III-27
1 . of the» currents of rivers which scour 
intensively the .banks. 6 m.
forte cavano
"De data", i.e. given several cases of the 
sphere of the water. - 5 m 2 m 3 m 2 m
2. Of the encounters of the different 
currents.
scontri
1. Of the variety of beds made by the most 
different currents.
1. Of the beds made by a single current.
Of the things covered by the water streams.
corrente
corsi delle acque
1. Of the things uncovered by the waters.
1. Of the great stones displaced by small mossi
rivers. 1 m.
1. Erosion of mountains by the waters. consumamento
How the air penetrates under water.
2. Whether the opposite waves penetrate each 
other or not.
2. Impingements of water in the concavities 
of beds.
scontri
2. Impingements of water in the concavities 
of the banks.
Impinging of the waters in the upper concavi­
ties of conduits or arches of bridges.
Why the third wave is greater than the first. magore
Where the 'turbolenza' of the water is 
generated.
Where the 'turbolenza' of the water persists 
for a lonq distance. spatio
2. Where the 'turbolenza' of the water 
settles. si posa
III-28
2. The weight of the water acts along the 
line of its motion.
Second column:
Of the things impacted by the waters.
Of the things which impact the waters.
Surface vortices. retrosi
Vortices which climb from the bottom to the 
surface.
Vortices (diving) from the surface to the 
bottom.
Vortices travelling with the flow of the 
river.
col corso
Vortices with variable swirling as those of 
the flux and reflux of rivers.
raggiramenti
Continuous lateral vortices. continui
Discontinuous lateral vortices. discontinuj
Incident and reflected vortices in between up 
and down.
trassu e gu
Vortices broad above and narrow below. in fondo
Vortices narrow at the surface and broad at 
the bottom.
Vortices vertical from bottom to surface. diritti
Vortices inclined from bottom to surface.
Very large vortices.
Small vortices.
Vortices of boilings. bollori
Tubular vortices. a canne
Screw vortices a vite
III-29
Empty vortices and vortices full of air.
Non-empty vortices. non uacuj
1. Of the impact of waters moving (down) 
with different inclinations and united 
to_g_ethe_r_. ensieme unita
1. Of impact of waters of different 
thicknesses. grosseze
1. Of the impact of waters wide and shallow. larghe e basse
1. Of the impact of water narrow and deep 
(thick).
strette e grosse
1. Of impact on solid obiects (non 
perforated? ) .
dense
1. Of impact of water on perforated objects.
Transformation of water into wind as one can 
see when boiling water escapes the small 
orifice of a container.
traforati
vento
spiracolo vaso
Of the air which in summer changes itself 
into water in cold places, as around the 
pitcher of fresh water and not around that of 
hot water.
si converte
amola
Of getting a bombard with water in the red- 
hot iron bombard.
trarre
ferro infochato
Of giving water to the fields.
Of the fall of water with different 
inclinations. obbliqujta
Of the rarefaction of water accomplished in 
very thin air.
Of the condensation (freezing?) of water 
accomplished in hard ice.
condensatione
Of the water freed from the earth and drawn 
into the air by the heat.
isvelta
III-30
Of the water that is driven down in the air 
from the cold region.
scacciata
1. Of the fall of water from different 
elevations. altezze
1. Of the fall of water upon different 
inclinations of the same object.
1. Of the fall of water on different 
objects.
In the space to the left of the column:
2. Of the music of waters.
Small sketch of flow:
(Fishing) dam of Ognissanti. pescaia
1. Of the waterfalls which do not produce 
reflected motion. moto
2. Of the waterfalls whose pannicles are not 
discontinued.
panniculi
2. Of those falls (whose pannicles?) are 
discontinued.
2. Of the waterfalls that in the air 
perforate one another.
cadute d'acqua
2. Of the nappes which in the air impinge 
each other but do not perforate (one 
another).
urtano
traforano
Title for this page:
Features of the flows of the waters. accidenti
Mutual encounters of currents of the waters 
in the same river through different kinds of 
angles that generate different 'potentie'.
scontri
III-30
III-31
1. Encounters of waters among objects 
covered by them and resistant to the impacts 
of those waters.
1. Encounters of the waters with covered 
unstable objects.
1. Encounters of the waters with permanent 
objects emerging from the water.
1. Encounters of the waters with folding 
submerged objects. (* which give way to the 
superior force of the water and, after 
overcome, return to their first position).
piegabili
1. Encounter of the waters with folding 
objects, which are above the water.
Encounter of the waters with objects which 
yield with circular motion; i.e. the wheels 
of the hydraulic machines. strumenti aquatici
1. Encounters of the waters against 
different shapes of stable objects covered by 
the waters.
1. Encounters of the waters on different 
kinds of their beds; sandy, gravelly, muddy, 
i.e., objects that yield without bending.
cretulentj
piegamenti
Impact of the waters on objects that go 
rolling over the bottom. rotolando
2. Encounter of turbid waters with clear 
(waters), or of clear waters with turbid 
waters.
torbide
turbe
1. Encounter of the waters against the banks 
or cliffs of the rivers. scogli
1. Encounter of the sides of the rivers with 
the inclined beds of the rivers.
lati
III-32
2. Encounters of waters equal in 'potentia' 
and in quantity.
2. Encounters of waters equal in 'potentia' 
but not in quantity.
2. Encounters of waters equal in quantity 
but not in 'potentia'.
2. Encounters of waters unequal in both 
'potentia' and quantity.
Of things carried by the waters which scour 
their beds and banks like gravel, and sand, 
and similar materials.
consumano
Where the 'inpeto' of the water current is 
maintained over a greater distance.
Where the 'inpeto' of the waters is quickly 
retarded.
Where the same 'inpeto' is more powerful; 
i.e., underneath, above or laterally.
Along the central fold:
2. Impact of waters with current at an 
angle.
percussion
2. Impact of water with diverging angle. disgregante d'ángulo
2. Impact of water from the circumference 
toward the center.
cercho
2. Impact of water from the center toward 
the circumference.
Fourth column:
In what part of the length of the 'inpeto' of 
the waters is the greater 'potentia'.
III-33
In what part of the 'inpeto' (of the water) 
is the greater weakness.
Why a given course of water produces 
variations of the bed__i.de_p.th7J of the river.
corso
fondo
Why the straight rivers become sinuous. serpeggianti
Of beds which draw to themselves the waters fondi attraggano
eof the rivers.
Of beds which push away the waters of the 
rivers and bend them to other places.
scacciane
piegano
Of the different materials that the water 
courses leave over their beds.
materie
Of the different materials that the currents materie
of the river take away from their beds.
1. Of the causes of the ruin of the banks of 
the rivers.
Of the causes of the depositions of materials 
on the banks of the rivers.
lassciamenti
Staying of the currents in the middle of the 
width (*of the river) of the banks.
Mantenimento
Deviation of the current of the river from 
any place where it would be more powerful. essa
1. Of making that the rivers d_i_g centrally 
along their entire length.
cavino
How the rivers can carry or deposit soil in 
any place of said river(s).
terreno
1. Where do happen the great depths.
Where are generated the high mounds under the 
waters.
colli
2. Where the water waves run into their 
dissipation and of the nature of the water 
wave in the rivers.
desstrutione
III-34
Of the sea wave.
The wave cannot dissipate at once. consumarsi
The wave due to a long impact becomes closer 
to a perfect circle, the nearer it is to its 
dissipation.
How the water is the more turbid the faster 
it is and viceversa, and the more it erodes 
the heavier it is, and the heavier it is, the 
colder it is.
turba
consuma
Where the turbid water slows down its course 
against the clear water.
turba
Where the water weighs the most on its 
bottom.
2. How the water without motion does not 
weigh in its element. And the one that moves 
(within itself) weighs on itself.
III-35
CA 205 R (75 v.a) c. 1506-8
Up, right-hand-side with the spheres of fire 
and air:
The fire element. - Middle region of the air.
The air interposed between the fire and the 
water participates of water and fire, but 
more of one than the other, depending on how 
close is to one or the other (and the water 
which is closer to the middle...). It_ 
follows that the less it participates of one 
of them the more it is remote from it; such 
remoteness is in the middle of the region of 
the air, hence this middle region is in first 
dearee of coldness. Therefore it follows 
that the part of the cloud, closer to such 
middle region, does become colder. Hence, 
the heat of the fire sphere which attracts 
such cloud is of less power and because of 
this it follows that the movements of the 
humid(ity) particles components of the 
clouds, are of slower motion. And hence it 
follows that, in the ascension of the 
humidity particles, the one which raises 
closest to the vicinity of such region is the 
slowest; and the one that follows the 
aforementioned is faster, and hence it will 
catch up with it; and frequently it will 
impact it from below and coalesce with it and 
it will augment its quantity and weight.
interpossto
seghujta
freddura
granjcholj
si inchorpora inlluj
And because of this, the air which cannot 
support it, allows its fall, and thus it 
impacts all the droplets in its way, and it 
absorbs many of them into itself, and by 
acquiring weight it gains velocity of fall.
sostenerlo dallo...al 
suo discienso
III-36
Hence, the whole cloud is traversed (by the 
particle) which in each degree of descent 
will acquire degrees of diminution, and in 
many cases such particles will not reach the 
qround. terra
But if such particles in the highest part of 
their elevation will acquire such gravity 
that their weight will generate rapid fall, 
without doubt such motion will increase their 
size. Thus, the velocity will be such that 
the particle will catch up the droplets 
falling under it, and it will incorporate 
them to itself; and this will cause increase 
of weight at each step of its descent.
granjcholj
gravita
Marginal sketches showing impact of drops, 
get, and more drops, with the letters a b e d  
e f
The fall of the droplets that impinge each 
other without wind will not be straight down 
but at an angle.
retto
Proof; Because if two bodies impact each 
other in the air that of less quantity will 
move away more from its straight course. sua rectitudine
And if two different ¿lr_Q£3 °f dew or mercury 
coalesce, they both will change place and the 
ratio of their displacements will be like 
that of their sizes.
grani
magnitudini
A liquid drop will be of more perfect 
sphericity the less (its mass) is.
Liquid varnish. vernicie
Why, when two different liquid spheres come 
to their initial contact, the larger attracts 
the smaller and immediately incorporates it
III-36
III-37
(to itself) without destroying the perfection 
of its sphericity? This is difficult to 
answer, but because of that I will not 
refrain from stating my opinion. parere
The water surrounded by air naturally desires 
to stay united in its own sphere because thus 
in such place the water eliminates its 
gravity.
vesstita
si priva
Such qravity is double, i.e., its totality 
has the qravity tendinq toward the center of 
the elements; the second gravity tends toward 
the center of such water dr_op. If it were 
not this way, the water would make of itself 
only into half a sphere, that which it is 
from the center up.
suo tutto
attesa
sphericity
Rut, of this (property) I do not see in the 
human ingenuity a way of creating science, 
but to say that this is like the load-stone 
that attracts the iron; i.e., that such power 
is an occult property, of which there are 
many in nature.
ingegno
calamita
virtu
But they will ask why is there more 
perfection in the minimal sphere of liquid 
than in the greater one?
Here the answer is that the minimal droplet 
has levity more similar to that of the 
surrounding air than the larger drop, and 
because of the small difference is more 
supported, from the middle down (?) by that 
air than the larger drop. And as proof of 
this one can mention the minimal droplets, 
those of such minimal size that they are 
almost invisible individually, but when in 
large numbers they become visible. And these 
are the particles forming clouds and fogs.
levita
salleghera
per se
III-38
Why the air that is submerged (in water) 
comes out surrounded by water, and comes to 
rest on the surface of the water in the shape 
of a semi-sphere? And if the water is 
viscous, (the bubble) moves throuqh the air 
in spherical _s_hape_.
'n una vesta
visciossa
figura
In the margin, below the sketches of drops:
Bubble or vesicle of water. Sonaglio viscica
You will make an experiment with these sperientia
bubbles of water which, when on little water
in a basin and under the sun rays, make bacino
cross-like images on the bottom of the tray. cruciali simulacri
CA 207 R (76 r.a) c. 1490
Right-hand-side column. Following 
condemnation of those who cut horses noses:
(Nature) has made the two conduits of the 
nose, and each has half the cross-sectional 
area of the tube of the lunqs, throuqh which 
the breathinq occurs. If such conduits would 
not exist, the mouth would be enough even for 
abundant breathing. But, if you would say: 
why has nature made the nares of the animals, 
if one can breathe through the mouth, I would 
say that the nares were made to be used when 
the mouth is chewing the foods.
busi
largeza
chana
esala lanelito
lanarise
(When) the bark of the tree is removed in any 
place of it, nature takes care by turning to
III-39
such wound greater amount of nutrient sap 
than to any other place, in this way the bark 
there grows thicker than in any other 
place. And that sap flows so much that on 
the sides of the helped place it rises like 
the bouncing of a ball with varied teeming 
and sprouting not different from boiling 
water.
isschorticatione omore
e tanto movente
sochorso locho
pollulamenti
giermugljamenti
He who disputes invoking authorities does not 
use his talent (or ingenuity) but his memory. ingegno
III-40
CA 207 V (76 v.a) April 23, 1490
Of hot water
If you heat up water turbid with mud, it
quickly _b.ec£>jjLe.s._£jj2.ar.* And this happens
because, in heating the water, the water 
dilates, and in dilatinq it becomes rarefied; 
once it rarefies it supports less the things 
that are in its midst which are heavier than 
it (the water).
sesschalderaj
sirisciarera
cresscie rarefacta
che in eso si truovano
CA 210 R (77 r.a ) c. 1495-7
Upper right-hand-side corner:
Prima. - That weiqht will be heavier which is 
sustained by a weaker resistance.
piu grave
piu debol resistentia
Seconda. - And that part of the sustentacle 
less resists which is more distant from its 
place of rest.
sostentachulo
fermamente
* The heavier part of bodies becomes the 
guide of their free motions.
più greve
loro liberi moti
III-41
CA 211 R (77 r.b) 5 March (1507)
Right-hand-side column:
In Sardinia, at the Antenoro
Sketch of the confluence of two streams, with 
the letters a - b:
Here, the two water streams come together 
along the line a b .  in such impact, they 
convolute integrally one around the other, 
because they impact each other from the 
bottom to the surface.
si uanno ragirando
And once such convolution is created, it is 
pushed out of the place where it was 
generated by the 'inpeto' of the oncoming 
water. In this evolution, the eddy has 
acguired two motions: the natural one around 
its center, and the additional one which 
takes it from place to place. Hence, this is 
a roto-translatory motion. Such a motion, 
when it happens in water or in air, picks up 
earth (leaving the bed) with great scours and 
scares.
revolutione
mutatione revolutione
secondo
retto circunvolubile
rassciament^¡
When the water streams are equal, the eddies 
due to the encounter of such waters are along 
a straight line. -But if the water streams 
are not equal, the encounter will take the 
swirls of such waters to the side of the 
water with less power. And that water 
drillinq with its double motion, i.e., with 
the roto-translatory (motion), goes on 
scouring the bank down below, removing the 
foundations of the upper parts. These will 
in turn fail and be consumed by the eddies.
revolutionj
ragiramenti
trivellando
son da essa revertigine 
consummatj
I I I - 4 2
When the waters (streams) are unequal, their 
encounters become eddy-like and the less 
powerful water enters with the branches of 
the vortices that are below underneath the 
branches of the vortices above, i.e., 
generated by the more powerful waters.
si van ragirando
ramj
ramj
When the more powerful water impacts water of 
less power, the line of the vortices becomes 
curve, advancing with its convexity in the 
body of the water of less power.
When the curvature of the line of vortices 
advances with its convexity in the water of 
less power, then that less powerful water is 
confined and without motion, consequently it 
piles up and raises, and acquires gravity. 
Hence by the weight thus gained, increases in 
'potentia' and applies 'inpeto' to the water 
that before was higher, and then the line of 
vortices bends in contrary sense and where it 
was convex, now it becomes concave. And thus 
the less powerful water is frequently pushed 
by the stronger, and the stronger becomes 
pushed by the weaker. But the more the 
weaker is pushed, the less is its 'potentia'.
se ringorga e rinalza
Sketch of a water flow with f - g - r - t - n  
a b m
When the water n overflows the mound a b ,  it 
splits over such mound and flows half on this 
side, half on the other side; hence such peak, 
remains water-solittinq and makes the promon- 
tories t r this side and not the other side, 
because on the other side, in a, come the 
waves and erode any (promontory) that would
colmo
tagliente
I I I -4 2
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begin to form. And in b it does not happen 
in that way because the water that comes from 
its reservoir m flows away through g f .
The gravity placed in the horizontal surface 
per se does not move.
posta nel sito della equalita
The fluid aravitv will move itself the faster 
when it passes through a lesser obliquity.
frussibile
The bird lets itself fall to ascend alonq the 
helix, in similarity with the water lifted up 
bv the empty screw. It is the same to move 
the fluid weight along an inclined solid or 
to let the solid weight glide along the 
fluid.
a vite
vota vite
fressibile
The bird climbs screw-wise in the air, always 
descending, similarly to the water which is 
lifted by the empty screw (Archimedes?) which 
always descends in its climbing.
vota
It is eauivalent to move the flexible (fluid) 
qravity (weiqht) on an inclined solid and the 
solid (body) gravity over a flexible fluid 
place.
graujta frussibile 
obliquo denso
gravita densa
sito fressibile
Whv the bird holds itself on the air. The 
air, that is hj_t with increased body velocity, 
with increased rate becomes condensed.
si sosstiene
e percossa
magor soma si condenssa
This is proven thus: never would the less- 
dense fluid body support on itself the denser 
(body). Thus one can see, by experience, the 
anvil floating on the molten brass, and the 
gold and silver liquefied staying under the 
molten lead. And hence, being the air a body 
apt to condense (in itself) when it is 
impacted by a body with velocity higher than 
that with which it can escape, the air is 
compressed in itself and becomes within the
corpo frussibile
anchudine
percossa
si prieme
I I I - 4 4
surrounding air like a cloud, i.e. of the 
density of a cloud.
But when the bird is in the midst of a wind, 
it can float without moving the wings, 
because the function performed by the wing 
against the quiescent air is done by the air 
moving against the wings when these are 
without motion.
III-45
CA 211 V (77 v.b) c. 1507
Sound of echo Voce d'eco
The places of equal intervals diminish it 
(the echo?) in its intervals in each degree 
of time; and the unegua_l_ spaces, increasing 
toward the end, make the spaces of the 
responses the same.
lochi
L. equali M. ineguali
rissposte
The voice of the echo is continuous or 
discontinuous, alone or accompanied, of short 
or lonq duration, of finite or infinite 
sound, abrupt or distant.
bocie
chontinuatione
subita
Continuous is when the curvature of the place 
where it originates is of uniform 
concavity. The voice of the echo is 
discontinuous when the place that generates 
it is discontinuous and interrupted.
volta
Isolated is when it is generated in one place 
only. Accompanied is when it is generated in 
several places. Brief (and) long is when it 
is generated in an impacted bell or in a 
cistern or in another cavity or in clouds, in 
which the sound propagates in degrees of 
space and by degrees of time, and always 
diminishing, the medium being uniform, and 
acts like a circular wave in the pool m .
sola
perchossa
s 'astende
pelagho
The sound (of the echo?) is oftentimes heard 
through the reflection and not from the place 
of the real sound. And this happened in 
Ghiera d'Adda, that the fire that it (the 
citv?) perceived in the air was due to 12 
'simulacra' of tones (sounds) in 12 clouds 
but the cause was not heard.
vocie
simulacro
vocie
dette
III-46
In Africo the 5th of March 1503,
Drawing of river bed with the letters c h a ­
f e d
The currents of the rivers move materials of 
different gravities, which are so more apt to 
leave their place the lighter they are. And 
they stay closer to the bed the heavier they 
are; and that one (material?) will travel 
more which is driven by water of greater 
1potentia'.
But when that 'potentia' ceases in its 
ability to overpower the resistance of the 
gravel, this gravel stops and prevents the 
straight flow of the water which brought it 
to such a place. Then the water impacting in 
that increased gravel rebounds transversely 
and impacts in other unexpected places and 
removes other lands in their foundations. 
And the place where such a river used to pass 
remains abbandoned and is filled with new 
terrain by the turbid waters which in the 
future innundate such places.
corsi
si movano
magore graveza
giara
multiplicata risalta
insoliti
remoue terrenjne lor 
fondamente
s'ingorgano
Drawing of water stream 3 with the letters ; a 
b c d e f
The water that impacts on the first lower 
stone lifts the stone with its bending and 
carries it up to from where it drops down to 
f. And this they all do successively so that 
the mounds of gravel all move backward the 
course of the rivers in the way one can see 
the waves of the gravel above, i.e. , ad 3 be 3 
of.
piegamento
1 'achonpagnia
dirieto
III-47
Drawing of a wind 3 with the letters: a b - c 
d
See how the feathers are superimposed (one on 
top of the other). The rudder of the wing 
will be the muscle. This, when the bird is 
at the point of being overturned by the wind 
(wedge), is easier to get under the wind than 
the whole le_ngth of the wing. Hence, by 
making itself a wedge in the wind helps 
itself in reducing the whole Quantity of the 
wing. Hence this can be said to be like a 
rudder of the wing from above to below as the 
tail is a rudder horizontally.
sopra posste
timone
essere arroverssciato
conio
quantità
quantità
timone da alto a basso
dalla acqua
III-48
CA 214a R (79 r.b) c. 1505-6
* ...elements...(one lighter) than fire and 
one heavier than earth.
* Now let us put the quintessence, lighter 
than fire, on top of the fire, and here we 
will give weights to the 4 elements in our 
own way.
* And thus under the degree^ of the earth we 
give a liquid heavier than earth, like 
liquid qold. And in this context we will 
give the 4 levities of the 4 elements. 
And thus beginning with the heavier 
elements we will define an estimation of 
gravity in succession with respect to the 
first of the light elements; and thus 
beginning from below with the heaviest we 
will estimate the lightness of the 
elements relative to the heaviest, etc.
gradi
e dentro acquesto
chalculation
* For the quintessence we will say one 
degree of lightness. And giving to each 
element, that we weigh in it, degrees with 
equal measure, we will say: one measure 
of fire weighs 2 'pesi', and one measure 
of aria weighs 4, and one of water 8, and 
one of earth 16, and one of gold 32.
* Now, I put one degree of quintessence, 
which has a degree of lightness, in the 
fire, which due to its lightness can not 
stay there unless it is forcefully stabi- 
lized. Hence I lend to it 3 degrees of 
air, of which two are equal to the 2 
degrees of weight of the fire, and one of
con violente stabilita
III-49
gravity destroys the one of lightness of 
the quintessence.
* Then I will take the measure of fire which 
has lightness of 2 (units), i.e. one half 
lighter than air. And these 2 units 
introduced in the air which is 4 needs to 
borrow 6 of water, of which 4 are equal to 
4 of air, and 2 of weight, that are left 
relative to the fire, destroy the 
lightness of the fire.
* It follows that air, which is 4 drawn into 
water which is 8, and needs 12 of earth of 
which 8 compensate 8 of water and 4 of 
weight destroys 4 of lightness of air.
It follows that the water which is 8 
introduced in earth which is 16 (and) needs 
24 of gold, of which 16 compensate the weight 
of water and 8 the gravity of earth destroy 
the 8 of the gravity of the water.
It follows (here below) the contrary.
I want to raise the gold which is 32 into the 
earth which is 16. I lend it 32 of water, 
included in its vessel, and thus I will 
compensate its gravity and thus destroy the 
weight of the gold inside the earth liquefied 
like mercury.
Then the earth which is 16, into the 8 of 
water. It is necessary to lend them 16 of 
air and the lightness of air will destroy the 
gravity of earth.
Experiment Sperimento
Take 3 liquids which can be weighed in air, 
like distilled turpentine oil and water and
III-50
quicksilver, which can not be mixed together. 
And weigh, of each, the same quantity 
(volume?) in the same full vessel of each, 
and thus you will find that equal volumes 
have different weights. Then put all in the 
cylindrical vessel shown here in the margin 
and you will see that being one liquid upon 
the other, their thicknesses will be in the 
proportion of their weights but converse; 
i.e., the quicksilver will be of so much less 
thickness than the water in as much as it is 
heavier (than the water?). After that, if 
you wish that the quicksilver stays within 
the water add to it enough oil so that it 
swims (in water?). And in the same way you 
will make the air heavy to put it where the 
oil is,....
argiento vivo
conuersa
Along right-hand-side margin:
* Fire
* The light element mixed with heavy liquid 
will not sink in such heavy (liquid?).
* Quicksilver.
* The light element diminishes the weight of 
the heavy one as much as is the weight of 
the light one.
* If you add light to light it makes 
lighter.
* Add heavy to heavy and make heavier.
* No heavy element mixed with a light one 
will keep all that light element in itself 
without help of something heavier than the 
submersed element. somersore
III-51
With an equal weight of water you will never 
be able to submerge air enclosed if not with 
the help of a body heavier than water.
And no body lighter than air will come down 
to earth if not with the help of a body 
heavier than air.
* No liquid heavier or lighter than another 
stays in that which is heavier or lighter 
than it.
* Not liquid stays in a liquid heavier or 
lighter than itself.
CA 214a V (79 v.a) c. 1505-6
Upper margin:
* A portion (of an element?) in the whole or 
part of any element has gravity or levity.
* No portion of an element has gravity or 
levity in the same element.
* Any element has gravity or levity outside 
its own element. Such gravity or levity 
will be greater or smaller in as much as 
the element in which it is placed be 
lighter or heavier than it (the element 
displaced).
* No element receives within itself the 
element above or below it without help 
from the element below or above it.
ricieve
III-52
No element retains within itself the element 
above or below it without help from the 
element below or above it.
ritiene
Nothing can be lighter or heavier than the 
simple element above or below.
Example of the elements esenplo
(*What is the element?). The definition of 
any essence of the elements is not in man's 
power, but great part of the effects (of the 
essence) are known. We will assume 
arbitrarily the degrees of the gravity and 
levity of the simple elements, because one 
can find the real values, but not of the 
simple elements, because they do not exist 
with us.
qujddita
podestà
a nostro beneplacito
la verità
infra noi non si trovano
* Hence we will give first some rules, and 
say: adding light and light one makes 
lighter, and adding heavy and heavy one 
makes greater gravity. If you add heavy 
and light, gravity and lightness are 
compensated, through the element none 
which such mixing is made. Of two other 
elements none is permanent in the second 
without help of the following third.
* None of the two elements in the middle is 
permanent in the other without help from 
the third following element.
Right-hand-side margin:
The supreme element has only lightness and 
the lowest has _pure_ gravity and the two in 
the middle have gravity and lightness; i.e., 
gravity in the one above, and levity in the
supremo
semplice
III-53
one below. And similarly occurs to the 
third.
a, the next to the last, acquires two degrees 
of lightness and one of gravity, and the 
loest has 2 of gravity and one of lightness.
Each element has gravity in the lighter 
element and levity in the heavier element.
leuj ta
leuj ta
Sketch showing the spheres of the four 
elements :
Fire - Air - Water - Earth
* The fire in the air wants the help of the 
water.
* Water has no place in the fire.
* Earth in water wants the help of the air.
* Water has no place in liquid earth, like 
mercury.
* Air in fire, nil
* Fire in air, (requires) help of water.
* Air in water wants help from earth.
* Water in air wants help from fire.
* Earth in water wants help from air.
* Earth in air wants help from fire.
* Earth in fire is _ni 1
nulla
nulla
Under the central column:
Water
* Gravity and levity (can) _d_ie¿ and thus 
together are born, and consume one 
another.
more
III-53
III-54
Towards the left:
Air Water
Water Fire
^irf, in water and in air Earth
Water . a .
Fire in air
H rth in water
Left-hand-side margin:
The simple earth cannot acquire gravity. senplice
The simple fire cannot acquire levity. senplice
CA 214b R (79 r.a) c. 1505-6
Book on the impacts of water on different 
objects.
perchussione
Right-hand-side column:
Impacts of the waters on permanent objects of 
different shapes which are higher than the 
water.
Scontri
Impacts of water on fixed objects covered by 
the waters.
Impacts of the waters on moving objects 
covered by the waters.
Impacts of the waters on permanent objects 
higher than the waters.
premanenti
Impacts of the waters on folding objects 
covered by the water.
piegabili
III-55
Impacts of the waters on the objects which 
yield with circular motion, like the wheels 
(of mills and similar) hydraulic machines. strumentj acquaticj
Book
Impacts of the waters on different shapes of 
objects which offer resistance and are 
covered by the waters.
Book
Impacts of the waters on beds of different 
granular materials like sand, gravel, muds, 
and earth and similar things.
rare
Encounters of the waters with the banks of 
the rivers.
Scontri
Encounters of the sides of the river with the 
obliquity of their beds.
Scontri
Impacts of the waters with the undermined 
banks from which are thus ruined.
Scontri
30 on the rivers 30 ne li fiumi
Impacts of the waters on the ruined earth 
banks.
Of the great rivers and of the common rivers, 
and torrents.
reali
Of making that the river erode its middle in 
width all across. (?).
Of the damages of the banks of the rivers.
Damaqe of dams and barriers transversal to 
the rivers.
chiuse argine
Where do get generated the great depths of 
the rivers.
Of the currents which consume and scour the 
foundation of the banks.
correnti
III-56
Of the diffeent currents which produce 
different concavities in the beds of the 
rivers.
Of the different depths made by the same 
current.
Of the thinas uncovered by the currents of 
the waters.
discoperti
Of the great stones moved by small torrents.
Of calculating the impact of different 
horizontal waters (?) (*falling) to an end 
(?) concurrent to a same obiiquity(?).
equali a un fine
Of the impact of water disunited in parts of 
different 'potentia' by equal obliquity 
concurrent to a point (?).
disunita
How the united water is more powerful in 
impact than the disunited one, if they have 
the same obliquity.
unj ta
Of the impact of equal waters of equal 
obliquity over different length of their 
courses.
Of the impact of equal courses and of equal 
waters concurrent to the same end with varied 
obliquities (?).
Of the impact of different thicknesses of 
water in equal obliquities done to the same 
object. (?).
Of the impingement of waters varied in 
thickness and in obliquity.
concorso
Of the impact of d_i^ sgr_eg_at ed_ waters. disgregate
Impact of a straight stream of water.
Impact of a curvilinear stream (of water).
III-57
Of the impact of water (streams) wide and 
shallow.
Of the impact of water (streams) narrow and 
deep.
Of the impact (of water) on dense (solid) 
objects.
Left-hand-side column:
Of impact (of water) on rarified (gases?) 
(granular?) j_ec_t_s.
obietti '
rari
Of the impact (of water) on perforated 
objects.
Of the vertical waterfall.
Of the fall of water over differently 
inclined channels.
sostenuta obbliquita
Of falls from different hej.^ _h t s . altezze
Of the fall (of water) on an object placed 
with different inclinations.
Of the fall (of water) upon different 
objects.
Of the fall which does not have reflected 
flow.
Beside small sketch: Dam of Ognissanti
Of the fall which does not damage the object.
Of the impact of the sea which will clean the 
harbor.
Of the fall of a drop within the air. 
Of the fall of water within the air.
III-58
Of the falling water which touches the 
channel.
Waters impacting objects of double obliguity.
Difference in impact between rivers which 
flow wide and those which flow narrow.
Difference between rivers which flow full and 
those which flow rare (not full). chorron rari
Difference in the beds of rivers with great 
slope and those of slow (sluggish) flow.
Differences among rivers running narrowly 
between the stony banks of the mountains. saldezze de' sassi
What differences are there in the bottom of 
the wave that comes and goes, as that of the 
sea beaches, and that (wave) that propagates 
in one single direction.
Of the destruction of mountains impacted and 
displaced by water courses.
ruine
scalzare
Different beds (bottoms) generated by 
different currents. 17 m.
Where the fall erodes the foundation of the 
place where it falls.
Of those falls which earth up (reinforce?) 
the place on which they descend.
rincalzano
Water does not follow its course in the same 
direction after falling.
Instead, it makes a heap on the matter 
scoured in the place where it impacted. And 
this more and more as the fall is more and 
more vertical. diretta
III-59
CA 214b V (7.9 v.b) c. 1505-6
Right-hand side:
Of the potentia of water impeded in its 
course.
impedita
Of the impact of water coming down along a 
curve line in its own curvilinear channel.
Of the impact of the water which comes down 
curvilinearly in the air.
Of the impact of water transversely curvili­
near.
Of the impact of the water course interrup­
ted, i.e., which comes down in steps. a uso di scala
Of the impact of water of interrupted flow 
due to different obstacles which obstruct its 
straight flow.
Of the impact of water flowing through a 
straight conduit which is open only at its 
inlet and outlet.
Of the impact of water flowing in an open 
channel like a sjaou t. docca
Impact of water coming down through a con­
stant width channel like a spout.
Impact of water that comes down through a 
gutter converging downward. docca piramidata alongu
Impact of water coming down through a channel 
converging upward. piramidato allonsu
Impact of water interrupted by the blades of 
the wheels of the mills which inside there 
rotate forwardly. vi girjno per diritto
I I I - 6 0
Impact of the water interrupted by the blades 
of the (wheels of the) mills which inside 
there rotate 'per piano'.
Of the increased 'potentia' of the water.
CA 215 R (79 r.c) c. 1515-16
By another hand (Melzi's?):
To see the course of the wind in the air and 
the vortices generated, put raw cotton afire 
in a piece of tube and blow into the other 
side. The air blown will come out at the 
opposite end together with the smoke pro­
viding a true demonstration of the confi- 
gurations which originate because of the flow 
of wind in the aforesaid air.
aviluppati appresa
aviluppamenti
The water that comes down from the summits to 
the feet of the mountains in each step of the 
descent acguires a degree of turbulence and 
of plunder of various stones and diverse 
wood.
di turbolenzia e di preda
The united water which in large quantity 
falls down in the air, will not be in all 
parts of its thickness of equal motion, but 
the one farther from its central line will 
come down slower? and this happens because 
the part remoter from the center mixes more 
with the air than that which is close to the 
middle, and thus it becomes lighter? and the 
lighter it is the more it stays behind. The 
same must be understood of the smoke in its 
flow contrary to that of the water.
unita
III-60
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By Leonardo* s hand:
A mountain falling on a city, which produces 
dus_t in the form of clouds. But the powder 
color be varied by the different color of 
such clouds. And where the rain is thicker, 
the color of the powder will be less evident, 
and where the powder is thicker, the rain 
will be less evident. And where the rain is 
mixed with the wind and the powder, the 
clouds created by the rain will be more 
transparent than those of the powder. And 
when the flames of the fire shall be mixed 
with clouds of the smoke and the water, 
clouds which are dark and opague will be 
formed. The rest of this discourse will be 
included distinctively in the book on 
painting.
polvere
piu folta
—
tenebrose
desstintamente
The trees hit by the current of the wind bend 
in the direction of such wind and once the 
wind has passed they bend in contrary sense, 
i.e. in the reflected motion.
The immense fury of the wind blown from the 
collapse of the mountains on the included 
caverns... caverns for which the mountains 
were covers.
furore chacciato
ruine
spelonche
Sketch of whirling stones:
The stone travelling through the air leaves 
in the eye which sees it an impression of its 
motion and the same do the water drops in the 
air which come down from the clouds when it 
rains.
tratta
I I I - 6 2
Flow around a vertical pole :
The _pole entrained against the quiescent 
water does the same as the water flowing 
against the pole at rest.
aste
CA 218 R (80 r.b) c. 1490-2
Right-hand-side column:
* Heat is the reason for the flow of the 
humid and cold stops it, as one can see 
when a cold region stops the clouds in the 
air.
movimento
The moon cannot move the sea but it can move 
the lakes.
* The hot water goes up because of the 
company of the fire element which is 
inside. And if a wet cloth is exposed to 
the fire, the heat that sticks to such 
humid (matter) makes such humid cease its 
ascension to the element fire, because a 
more powerful fire, i.e. the flame, 
attracts it.
chonpagnj a
lascia
Small sketch with the word 'vita' inside:
* Where there is life, there is heat; where 
there is heat there is flow of humours. movimento
* The water element is lighter than that of 
earth. And if one mixes earth under 
water, the water is penetrated by the 
earth and will stay above the earth.
I I I -62
I I I - 6 3
* And if water is thrown upon earth, the 
water will penetrate the earth, and the 
earth will remain above the water.
* The lower part of the world is the sea 
where all the rivers run into. The river 
does not ever stop its flow if it is not 
in the sea. Hence, the sea is the lowest 
part of the world.
* The water does not flow from one place to 
another unless it is attracted from a 
lower place. Hence the lowness is like a 
_magnet_ for the water. chalamj ta
Right-hand side
Proof of the sea current. marittjma
Sketch of vessel with the letters m c d - n a 
b - e f
If the vessel a b is kept always full by the 
spigot n (and with) its own nozzle yielding 
one 'brenta' per hour and reaching one 
'braccio' in distance in f: how much will 
throw away per hour? if the vessel is full 
up to c d by the nozzle m .
spina
Sketch of a hag:
The air does not penetrate the bag, the fire 
does.
vescicha
Of knowing about the waters of mountain 
rivers, and the herbs, jonks, and soil. erbe
III-63
I I I - 6 4
Of the quality (of water) depending on the 
beds of the rivers, and the way they run. 
The quality of water distilled by clouds, or 
from spring, or from cistern. vena
Of the variations (experienced) due to the 
nature of conduits or tunnels (?) through 
which it flows. And for irrigation of the 
meadows. Of the measurement with raw (earth) 
vessels underground, and with heated clothes, 
and weighing it.
miniere
conoscierla
uasi crudi sotterati
Sketch of vessel with the letters a - b:
Vessel in which the flow of water a b r 
because of high pressure, will reach as high 
as the height of the vessel. •
Three sketches of inverted U-tubes:
Of the _yaporj3_ of the springs. fumare
Sketch with the letter a:
When the receptacle is hot it will suck the 
humour from the ba£. piva
Central column
Of the instrument for weighing the air.
Of the instrument for weighing the water.
To test the quality of water by weighing two 
wet cloths.
Of the bounces of the ball. How much smaller 
is the second bounce than the first?
III-64
III-65
Sketch of two vessels connected by a piece of 
felt :
How to distill with a (piece of) felt. stilare feltro
Other sketches :
Siphon 
'Zaina' 
Fountain
cichognjola
CA 216 R (79 v .c ) c. 1485
Drawings of stills:
This furnace must continually have water 
which continually flows so that the hood of 
the still remains always cold, by being under 
such water. And this is the way of doing 
distillation clear and nice. And when you 
have finished distilling, make boil mild soap 
with the residue and then you can wash (the 
still) at your convenience. And the still is 
made by press-work.
fornello
si muta chappello
sapon tenero
a tua posta
in stampa
III-65
III-66
CA 218 V (80 v.b) c. 1490-2
Right-hand-side column:
Rivers
In the measure the river increases in width 
it will decrease its velocity of flow. That 
is, the ratio of the width of the narrow 
(reach of the) river to the wider (reach) 
will be equal to the ratio of times of flow 
in each reach, because the influx (of water) 
is equal to the efflux.
largeza
largeza del cresciuto
If the water that falls into another is of 
size one 'braccio', and the one who receives 
the impact of the oncoming water, runs one 
'braccio' 'per tempo' being the channel one 
'braccio' square, that channel which is 2 
'braccia' in width in its square, will run 
1/2 'braccio' per tempo (per unit of time??) 
and that one which is 4 'braccio' will run 
1/4 'per tempo'; and thus logically when the 
width grows, the velocity of flow will 
diminish.
braccio quadro
River
4) PROPOSITION - As much as the river will 
grow in width or in depth, as much will 
diminish the quality (velocity?) of its flow.
Rivers
The water falling along an inclined line will 
bounce along equal angles, and it will make 
many jumps, one after the other, and in size 
they will be in similitude one with the 
other. And the particles of each wave will 
be unequal among them according to the 
disagreement in the 'parità' of the gravel, 
which receives the impact of the water wave.
III-67
Drawing of water course with the letters: m n 
- a b :
River
If the impact of the wave on the stone hits 
in a, and the summit will be in n; if it hits 
in the stone in b , the summit will be in m. 
Because of this, a wave is full of protuber­
ances some larger than others. And if the 
place where the impact occurs were a 
(horizontally) lying column (or cylinder) the 
wave would be without protuberances.
cholona a diacere
River
Where water flows with fury and impacts water 
of slight movement, it finds inside it a 
resistance and it does not maintain its 
direction; on the contrary it turns on two 
opposite ways and it impacts and applies 
' inpeto' on the bank, and widens and scours. 
Henceforth, it makes even the water course by 
lowering where it was excessive, and fills in 
the places that were low. Make the water 
depth over the bottom equal to one 'spanna'. grossa
At the center> drawing of the cross-section 
of a river with the letters m a - c b:
Rivers
If the river bed is straight as the water 
that falls, the line c b will run as fast as 
water like a c • and the reason is that the 
line c b has a free scape at b . Hence the 
water that puts a c in c b, being fast it is 
necessary that rapidly clear c b to make room 
for the oncoming water, and quickly making
letto
III-68
room because in b there is no support, the 
water will be more "_f_lowin£lY^', running along 
the line a c b instead of cl b. And the 
faster will the water be in a, the more a o 
pushes o b ; and the course m a o b will be 
faster than m b which is shorter. And this 
is the cause of the motion and impact of a a.
There will be somebody who says that the 
water in the mountains goes up there from 
higher mountains. Some will say that the sea 
(ocean?) is higher than the mountains.
corritiva
CA 219 R (81 r.a) c. 1508-10
Of the orifices of same shape and varied
width, and centers at equal depth, the one largeza
with greatest size will throw its water 
farthest away. But the distance of the 
centers of their impact will be equally 
removed from their orifices.
Two sketches of flow out of tanks with the 
letters b n a m f t - b o b p v x - S t :
The orifice nm has its center a at the same 
distance from the surface of the water b as 
the orifice o p, but the lower edges of one 
and the other are different, because the 
lower edge of the larger orifice is farther 
from the surface than that of the smaller 
orifice. Hence it is under more pressure by 
the water than the edge of the smaller
spirachulo
III-68
III-69
orifice, and because of this, pushes its 
lower water farther than does it the smaller 
orifice.
Sketch of another tank with the letters : a b 
- e f - c d:
The water that flows out from its container 
into the air has an upper part which is led 
always by the lower one. And this happens 
according to the previous result which shows 
how the upper part is overcome and trans 
ported by the lower one. This one because of 
being pushed by the upper one becomes more 
powerful than the upper one, which does not 
have who pushes it.
passata
Water fall with the letters: a b c:
Whether doubling the height of water over the 
bottom of the channel gives double water, ore 
more, or less. It gives more.
This is proven by the head that the water 
from below receives from that one that flows 
above. Because the first given guantity was 
an 'oncia' pressured by the weight of another 
'oncia' and added above another 'oncia', 
(thus) the first mentioned 'oncia' has 
doubled the weight that pressured it before, 
and hence has doubled the motion in velocity 
and in guantity in space and in abundance of 
water.
Drawing showing water flowing through a 
narrow place:
I I I - 6 9
III-70
a L e K g - e d - b m f  i h
To see what water in the vessel is the one 
which comes out from the orifice in the 
bottom of such vessel, you will take two 
square glass plates of one fourth of a 
'braccio' and make them close to each other 
two sides (or backs) of a knife uniformly and 
seal the extremes of three sides with wax. 
Then, through the fourth side fill with clear 
water in which you have dispersed small seeds 
which float all over the height of such 
water. Then make a small hole in the bottom 
to give outlet to such water and then fix the 
eye on the face of such vessel and the motion 
of such seeds will give you information on 
what water runs with more speed toward the 
orifice, and from which place it comes.
due coste di coltello
Sketch with the letters : a b e - c d f:
If one adds to the 3 degrees one additonal 
degree of water, the lower degree acquires 
3/_2_ degrees because it was initially under 
pressure of 2 degrees of weight and then is 
pressured by 3, which is an increase of one 
over 2. Hence, it is necessary to increase 
the orifices frontally and not in height or 
depth.
grado
sexquialtera
Sketch of a triangle inside a rectangle :
It is asked: of a given quantity of water of 
a given shape, how much leans against the 
wall and how much against the bottom.
III-70
III-71
CA 219 V (81 v.a) c. 1508-10
Right-hand-side column:
Question. It is asked if the water coming 
out of the reservoir into the air takes more 
water from the reservoir the longer such fall 
is.
And if such water coming out of the reservoir 
is more powerful when it comes out through a 
conduit or when it comes out freely into the 
air.
To the left:
The adversary will say: a given quantity of 
thickness of water will be faster the less 
contact it has with the sides of the mouth 
through which it pours.
labri
Flow in a channel with a change in width:
The water here qoes up 1/3 because the excess 
which goes up is equal to 3.
The water goes up 1/5.
s’alza
Water flow over an edge:
If an _edge gives passage to a given quantity 
of water of two 'oncie' of depth and a third 
'oncia' is added, then the 'oncia' at the 
bottom doubles the 'potentia', the velocity 
and the quantity of the initial water (of 
this layer?). This is proven by the previous 
demonstration which shows how the waters
sostegnj o
grosseza
passata
I I I - 7 1
I I I - 7 2
running over the bottoms of rivers of uniform 
slope have proportionality between the 
velocity of flow and their depths. Hence, if 
the first 'oncia' above is pressured by 
another 'oncia' afterward by 2 'once', 
without doubt, the 'potentia' that puts 
pressure is doubled and hence, as said, the 
velocity and the discharge are doubled.
If the head over the orifices of the water is 
halved, the discharge diminishes in such 
proportion as it is that of the decrement 
above. 'Verbigratia', if the orifice was one 
'oncia' and the head 2 and I raise the 
orifice so that the head becomes one 'oncia', 
there is no doubt that the weight which 
pressurized the said 'oncia' over its orifice 
has diminished one half, and because of this, 
it follows that such 'oncia' must reduce to 
one half its water; hence the amount of water 
that poured before in one hour now pours in
premuta
quantità
battente
abondantia
2.
And if such orifice were 2 'once' and the 
head 2 and you would raise the orifice one 
'oncia', then you would reduce the 'potentia' 
of such head to one half; hence it is not a 
diminution to one half of the discharge of 
such nozzle but to one fourth. And this 
happens because in the next to the last it is 
said to reduce the head to one half, which 
was double of the 'oncia' pressurized by it; 
hence the head became one 'oncia', and in 
this second (case?) the head becomes one half 
of the pressured water.
bocca
I I I - 7 2
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Sketches of two orifices with different water 
levels :
Let the height of the centers of orifices of 
equal capacity be given.
Under the drawing:
When the center of the circle will be of the 
same height as the center of the triangle of 
equal capacity as the circle, then the 
triangle will yield more water than the 
circle. But if the center of natural gravity 
of the triangle is of equal height than the 
center of the circle, then the water 
delivered by the triangle and the circle will 
be the same.
Left-hand-side column3 2nd and 3d paragraphs :
Here is not the place to argue if there is 
damage from the Camera (the government) 
because he who gives makes the gift thus 
conditioned, but one can demonstrate how 
there is damage to a third person, and if 
there is damage you have done it, with your 
JJ5CLU1 a_tio n s taking back the water that they 
were taking, the water in each 12 'once' has 
only 3 'once' in the elevation, and so much 
more as the moderation is more.
moderazioni
The control of the canal outlets must begin 
upstream towards the 'avvenimento' of the 
Navialio and not downstream, because the 
abundant water downstream which was all 
recuperated, was diminished downstream and it 
raised much more above those outlets that are 
downstream.
di sopra
di sotto
di sotto
I I I - 7 3
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CA 226 V (83 v.b) c. 1508
Prepare a 'cerbottana' and blow inside; or 
prepare a uniform cylinder (?) made with 
paper
un aste
Drawing with concentric circles :
Each part of the wave which impacts on 
another wave is reflected towards the center 
of its circles.
Left-hand-side page:
Here is a moving body which does (not) move 
changing place with the feet, and does change 
position in the air. Or this is in a boat or 
it is in the wind which moves with the moving 
(thing).
(M.)
co pie
mobile
Nothing acguires motion by itself. Or 
(acquires) jump or bounce in a progressive 
manner without a fixed point of support.
salto o balzo
Drawing of candle inside a cylindrical 
vessel :
Through this tube the candle must breath and 
feed itself. The exhalation passes throuqh 
the middle and the nutriment comes in 
laterally around such exhalation.
esalare
esalamento
notrimento
I I I - 7 4
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CA 227 R (84 r.a) c. 1515
Up above:
Of the larqest rivers dammed by the debris of 
the mountains on their sides which by their 
constrictions create the greatest lakes in 
high places.
righorghatj
laterali monti
The debris of the mountains, fallen upon 
their feet by the action of the persistent 
courses of rivers running along those feet 
with their swift waters, have closed the 
mouths of the great valleys situated in the 
high places. These are the causes for the 
rise of the water level leading to the 
creation of lakes and to the generation of 
new springs and rivers in high lands.
ruine
radici continui
bocche
pelle
fonti alti siti
Turning the folio 90°3 from right to left:
The continuous thing that moves, acquires as 
much space as it abandons.
cosa unita
Upper corner with sketch of bombard :
The larger the amount of fire ignited in the 
same time in the same bombard, the more the 
'potentia' with which its ball will move.
CA 227 V (84 v.a) c. 1515
On the upper margin:
III-76
And tell, and cut and do and say(?) all 
gathered in notes.
Here is given the reason for the effects of 
the waters in the proposed place, (aforemen- 
tioned place?).
narra taglia
aggiugnj
prepossto (L.) proposto (M.)
All the lakes and all the gulfs of the sea 
and all the mediterranean seas are born from 
the rivers that in them pour their waters and 
from the impediments to their inclination.
spandano
declinatione
In the Mediterranean sea, which separates 
Africa from Europe and Europe from Asia by 
means of the Nile and the 'Tanai' which in 
that sea pour their waters, what is the major 
impediment which prevents the stream of its 
waters from reaching the ocean?
A sketch of the Mediterranean Sea with the 
letters: L - h - lake - c - - b - f a :
Inquire (through) experiments by means of 
small demonstrations. Mjnute dimonstratione
You will, therefore, make the model of the 
Mediterranean Sea as shown here opposite. 
The rivers will be proportionate to the size 
and shape of the said sea. And you will 
calibrate the rivers by their data on the 
things not covered and covered by their 
waters. And you will make flow the Nile f , 
the 'Tanai' o , the Po h and similarly the 
other rivers in proportionate size to the 
said sea, which will have an outlet at 
Gibraltar. Make the sea bottom of sand and 
with a flat surface, and then you will see 
where the water flow scours and where it 
deposits.
fighuration
darai la
pone
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The course of the river has two main reflec- 
tions. One from the bottom to the free 
surface and the other from one bank to the 
other bank. And if those reflections meet 
one another, always the 'enpito' of the 
impacting joins the impacted; and if the 
impacting is of greater amount than the 
impacted, then a part of the greater which 
will be equal to the total of the thing which 
is impacted will bounce back and the other 
will follow its original incident motion. 
And this I have proven in its place 
(somewhere else).
refressionj
superfitie al di 
riva
reffretera indirieto
Of the floods of the largest rivers.
The floods of the rivers are generated when 
the mouths of the valleys cannot give 
discharge to the total of the oncoming waters 
at the same time that the valley receives 
them.
diluuj
The water flows more rapidly the larger its 
inclination is. declinatione
The wave is the trace of the reflected 
percussion which will be larger or smaller in 
proportion to the larger or smaller impa_c_t. 
The wave is never alone, but it is mixed with 
many other waves, as many as the inequalities 
of the object where the wave originates. At a 
diven time, on the maximum wave of a water 
expanse there will be superposed innumerable 
other waves, propagating in different ways. 
If you throw a stone in the pool, from 
different sides, they (the waves) will 
reflect from the impact, and in the encounter 
of the incident waves they never mutually 
obstruct their courses.
impression
percussion
perchussione
pelagho
aspetti
inverso
I I I - 7 7
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When the waves of equal _amjD 1 j_tude_¿__spe ed_, and 
'potentia', meet with contrary directions, 
they reflect with angle equal to that of the 
impact of one another. That wave will be of 
greater amjD_litu_de which is born of greater 
impact and conversely. The wave generated in 
small pools leaves and returns to the place 
of impact many times. As many more times the 
wave travels forth and back as the pool in 
which it is generated is of less width and 
conversely. Only in the maximum pool 
(infinite?) do waves propagate without 
reflection; in a small pool a given impact 
generates many incident and reflected 
motions. The maximum wave is accompanied by 
innumerable other waves which propagate 
different ways. They (the accompanying 
waves) are of more or less amplitude 
depending of being generated by more or less 
'potentia'. The maximum wave is accompanied 
by several waves, which move in as many 
different ways as the number of places where 
they originated. A given wave, generated in 
the small pool, acquires a larger number of 
other waves proportionate to the impacts and 
reflections on the opposite sides(?). 
Greater is the speed of the wave than that of 
the water in which it exists. Many waves 
directed in different ways can be generated 
between the surface and the bottom of a given 
water at a given time. The vortical motions 
can follow the straight motions of _any 
wave. All the traces of the impacts made on 
the water can penetrate one another without 
mutual destruction. Never one wave
grandezza moto
contrari moti
emjnentia
vesstita
si profondano
si diujsono
liti
volte a vari aspetti
ciascuna
I I I - 7 8
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penetrates the other but they reflect from 
the place of percussion. perchussione
CA 229 R (84 r.c) c. 1510
Drawing of a machine. Perhaps the hydraulic 
machine designed hy Leonardo for Bernardo 
Rucellai .
CA 237 V (87 v.b) c. 1508-9
To the right3 beside the drawing :
San Giovanni
Under second drawing :
Must be filled with stones and covered with 
rush matting. graticcj
Under following sketch:
Riviera d'Arna, near Geneva, a quarter of a 
mile in Savov, where they have a fair It hits 
in San Giovanni in the village of San 
Cervag io.
riujera dama
fiera batte
I I I -7 9
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\  250 R (91 v.b) c. 1500-5
Lower right-hand-side corner. Two small 
sketches > one seems to show the flow around a 
body :
No body, moving in its simplest motion is more 
powerful than its motor.
Nessun mobile
CA 256 R (93 v.a) c. 1513
Right-hand-side column. Drawing with the 
letters: b a - c d - f - g - h L :
Of the several inclinations of water which 
give different quantities of water during the 
same time. How (it happens that) the several 
lengths of the water nappes do not draw more 
or less than what corresponds to such 
inclination.
obbliquj ta
cadute
obbliqujta
Below, drawing with the letters: h - f a - c 
d - e b:
If the thickness of the water fall doubled, 
for each part of such thickness the 
'potentia' is doubled. Let us divide in 8 
degrees the height of the water a b and let 
us take away the degree from below, which was 
under pressure due to the rest of the height, 
i.e. 7 degrees. Double the water above by 
adding h a, then you will add a head of 8
gradi
gradi
carico
III-80
III-81
degrees more than before, which double the 7 
plus one. And if you want to take into 
account the fourth of such height, i.e. 2 
degrees, you will double the weight plus one, 
because before there were 3 that put weight 
on the first, and now there are 7. And if 
you want to make such height a b  in 2 degrees 
you have doubled the weight to the first 
degree plus one, because before there was one 
which put pressure on the first and now there 
are 3. And if you want to say double the 
weight for the entire height a b with this 
'potentia' becomes doubled, without having 
anymore the excess of one.
che premea
Left-hand-side column, above:
To the canals which lose water, one must give 
turbid water and close the two ends so that 
(id does not) flow away.
han a parte a parte
The Bisenzio and the Ombrone cross the canal 
giving to it plenty of water as it is needed 
for navigation; and the excess should go to 
the common mills which will miss as much 
water as is used in the re-filling of the 
water missing in the locks.
restauratione
Central drawing:
The qate of the lock must be in contact 
(water-tight?).
in contatto
Under above drawing ;
Of the water flowing out of the orifices in 
the containers such proportion is from
III-81
I I I - 8 2
'potentia' to 'potentia' as is the ratio of 
distance to distance which they have for 
their nozzles. bocchelli
To the left:
The water pourinq through a vertical orifice 
of constant width will have its upper and 
lower filaments which do not conserve their 
expected course.
diritto
non ne osserueranno il 
suo destinato corso
Jet-nappe drawing with the letters a - b - e 
c d :
If the orifice a throws its water in e and 
the orifice b throws it in d , it follows 
that, if the opening is extended from a to b 
uniformly, the entire water pouring out from 
that orifice will fall in o . And this 
happens because the water that originally 
went from b to d, becomes loaded with the 
weight of a b which bends it into <3; and the 
water a o that originally fell in e is then 
sustained by the motion a b.
agravata
CA 257 R (93 v.b) c. 1513
Right-hand-side page:
Where the science of weiqhts is contradicted 
by e_x_£erie_nce_.
ingannata
praticha
The science of weights is contradicted by its 
practice, and in many cases the latter does
I I I - 8 2
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not agree with the former, and there is no 
way of making them agree. And this is 
related to the fulcra of the balances through 
which the science of weights is developed. 
Such fulcra were assumed to be mathematical 
lines and sometimes mathematical points by 
the ancient philosophers. Such lines and 
points are (assumed to be) incorporeal, but 
in practice they are necessarily corporeal 
because they must support the weight of the 
balance together with the weights being 
estimated.
sachorda
achordarla
poli
filosafi
si giudichano
Sketch with the letters: a c d b:
Small lock of San Mie...
The water that flows from a narrow place into 
a wide one, expands equally scourinq the 
opposite banks; and if one (bank) resists, 
the other is doubly scoured.
rompendo
where the fire enters and expels air and 
water, it leaves the earth in the form of 
ashes. cienere
CA 263 R (95 v.b) c. 1499-1500
To the right:
Therefore, we will conclude that those 
mountains over which the snow falling from
III-84
the clouds gives origin to the Nile are of 
great altitude. magiore altura
CA 268 R (98 r.a) c. 1516-17
To the right3 two drawings with: Water - a b :
The straight rivers are those which are made 
of their ramifications, and the straight 
rivers are counted in ramifications and are 
'fontanili' or canal-like, as I show in a. b.
diritti conpoghano
rozze
CA 266 V (97 v.a) c. 1515
Central column:
No element has gravity in itself; only along 
the line of its motion. Such motion is more 
or less strong depending on being faster or 
slower.
grave
Air and fire are infinitely compressible as 
one can see in the bombards and in 
thunderbolts.
condensabile inverso
lo infinjto
saette del cielo
The 'inpeto' is qreater and durable, the more 
rarefied is the medium through which it 
passes.
piu velocie
III-85
Two drawings of birds:
When the bird goes up from the earth (into 
the air) it jumps and closes impetuously the 
open wings, and makes an air wave, which 
condenses and impacts its breast from down 
up. Such 'inpeto' continues for a while.
se le condensa
The motion pushes the bird upward, and in 
such motion the bird beats the wings several 
times with such rule (or regularity) until it 
acquires enough elevation.
spignje
tale regholo
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